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CHAPTER, I

THE OPEN PLAN SCHOOL: AN OVERVIEW

k .

What is an "Open Plan" School.?

Since the mid-1960's the interiors of many new elementary schools in the United
States and Canada have been designed with fewer partitions than usual, thus creating

'' large, unobstructed learning areas. These have been commonly called. "open plan"
or "open space" or "open concept" schools. Often some of the larger interior open
'areas could be subdivided by 'moveable partitions andso these have also been called
.V.fleXible" or "versatile" schools. Because these relocatable interior partitions mays
-Wormally be moved at will and at once, the open_areai br the school themselves ore
sometimes d cribed. as "malleable." No single term can describe all the combinations
of openness nd flexibility of spatial arrangements found in the dozens if not hun-
dreds of suc new schools. For convenience, the term "open plOn school",- which is
commonly, heard *in Ontario, is th.eidesignation this report will use for all such schools
including the four new York County. elementary schools which began operations between
December 1968 and SeriteMber .1969. Three of these schools were initially played

.

.to provide:open. space areas while onewas redesigned before construction, to provide
a number of large open .areas.

o

- . .

-In Schoalr Without Walls (1965), the first major work on open plan schools,
a the Farmer ,and.Weinstock description of "educational containers which mold them-

selves to the fluid activities 'within, instead of the other way arounl" provided the
major 'article-of faith for the; now fashionable schools.1

Open plan schools are designed or redesigned to toster currently favored methods
of organizing pupils, teachers, and resources. If two words can distinguish the
fleiXible open plan school. from its predecessor, these words must be "interaction"
and "aocessIbility"., A marked increase in interactions between teacher and teacher
and Ow between pupil and pupil (but not necessarily more/teacher-pupil exchanges)
and the. ready accessibility to learninb resources are to be noted in open plan schools.
To encourage cooperativeplanning.and teaching thi open areas provide -,room enough'
for two 6r more teachers and a "class" consisting of the equiyalent of two or more -

standard classes. Acaessibility is generally interpreted as "freedom of movement" or
"classroam. mobility" which was identified as an important precondition in studies of

.,
1. Margaret Farmer and Ruth Weinstock( Schools Without Walls (New York:

.Educational. Facilities Laboratories, 1965), p.3.
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effective learning environments even before the advent of open plan sChools.2
In most schools planned ,before 1965,-4 learning resource-center's were built, they -
were often isolated 'from the site of teaching-learning activities..by walls and halls.
In many open' plan schools, the commonly required learning materials are located in
the open teaching areas and _there is direct access to a comprehensive resource center.

All schools today seek to Ininimize or eliminate. rows of standard classrooms
flanked along funnelling corridors,. It has long been held that traditional arrangements
of walls and halls fragment and compartmeritcilize resources and people to the detriment
of the teaching-learning processes. Conventionalgg-crate architecture is said to
inhibit cooperative planning and instruction by consigning teachers to separate cells.
The learner-inmates committed to these compartments are there entrusted to the limited
mental and physical resources that one teacher. and 800 square feet. encompass.

Naturally, when several teachers and _100. or possibly 200 youngsters are assembled
in one large, More or less open area and the learners are given the freedom to work.

. land talk) with each other plus the freedom,to move about to find need ed.-materials or ,1

equipment or teachers,othe activity and noise levels generated may frighten the casual
observer. Most childreni hopefully, soon. develop. a "selective insensitivity" to such
distractions, Careful thought has to be given to ensure that architecnire and prOgram
dovetail to. create :the minimum of noise and 'confusion. The architect, for instance;
must create rational traffic patterns and use appropriate sound dampeners such as
carpets and acoustic Wei to minimize confusion and noise. 'Principals must devise
'schedules which minimize distraction and teachers must plan 'carefully the use of-
audiovisual equipment, or movement of partitions, or rearrangements of furniture and
furnishing. ..

Such mechanics shouldl not be viewed as ends in themselVes. They are only
organizationally, importani: they exist to provide the proper arrangement. of facili-
ties for cooperative planning and instruction by teachers. What then are the peda-
gogic purposes for which this. open space organization exists? Certainly there hai not
been as much concern with establishing and assessing the learning outcomes desired
of the new schools as has been shown for mechanics or organization. The literature

, abounds' in articles orself-congratulation on the establishment of open plan schools.3
.

2. See, for instance, the studies in Donald M.' Medley and Harold. E. Mitzel,
"Measuring Classroom Behavior By Systematic Observation," in N. L. Gate
(Ed.), Handbook of Research on Teaching (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963).

3. ,Open Plan Schools, a Obiliography of journal articles, reports, and
occasional Papers has "been prepared by the Research Office and is available

on request.
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Aut.-there have 'been few studies concerned with validating the pedagogic, as distinct
from,architectural or other claims, for the,open plan school. Let us review the: nature
and substance of these many, claims before examining what evidence exists' to support
them.

The Open Plan School as a Response to Change
,

Most writers view the open plan school as an attempt to =bon/Iodate the recent
changes in school curricula, organization, and staff use. These .chariges are thought

necessary to prepare young people for 'life in the 1970's and beyond. The changes
required of the open plan school extend beyond mere architectural innovation and
modified opercition, Change requires some acceptance of a new culture and philo-
sophy as well.

Physically, the innovation's of the open plan 'schools afbproducts of the ongoing
revolutions in communications and construction technology and, to a lesser extent,..of";
,improvements in mass transportation,. Such changes make large, "wired for sound,

schools possible. The neWisOhools, with their spacious, unobstructed
learning areas and electronic teaching aicis, are also responses to increases and redis-
tribution of population. Toddy;s new cultu're, ne.w schools, and new pedagogy also
reflect the vast increment in knowledge in all fields, including the behavioralmnd social
sciences with their new insights into teaching and learning; Important for modem
curricula are other scientific or technological_ advances such as automation and cyber-
nation. According. to some thinkers; the impact of such developments is so great that in
the near future 'they may make obsolete,.much a the educational system designed to
meet the needs' of the production-oriented 'World and its relatively static concept of
knowledge,' skills, and occupations.4 To date.',' the cdnsequ9nces of changes of this
nature are embodied in an emerging expansion of,the' principle 'of universal education.
This new philosophy seeks to:stimulate every young person to respond, to' internally-
generated standards, to achieve self-fulfillment.

°

Curricula which accept such premises ''tend more 'than before to stress the meaning-
fulness or relevance (sometimes misinterpreted as immediacy) of their offerings to the
personal and social needs of learners. The methods of such curricula emphasize learning
above ,teaching and place grdater value on inquiry and discwiery by the learners' than
on expositions, demonstrations, and questions by teachers.: Self-discipline, capacity
for independent study, originality and creativity, humaneness (deep regard for others)
are not only-the. main purposes of such curricula but also the means whereby,. today's

. See, for insfance, Murdock K. MacDonald, "The New School ," in Education
and the Innovative Society, a report on the 46th Conference of threTTa an
Education Association, Sept. 24,26, ,1969 (Toronto: the Associcition, 1969).

_.
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pupils can exercise control over the uncertain future they will encounter outside
the schools as adults. Acceptance of this viewpoint is not limited to open plan,
schools, nor do all teachers in such schools subscribe to all aspects of this philosophy.
But the open plan schools may best accommodate these increasingly popular sentiments.

A Historical Review

In a 1966 report, the Ontario_ Teacliers' Federation School Planning and
Building Research Committee stated that the "standard" elementary classroom Was.

.being built and equipped then much as it had been built and equipped thirty years
previously. Allowing that tile or carpeting had replaced wooden floors, that concrete
blocks had-reptaced plaster walls, that florescent fixtures had replaced incandescent
lights and that other superficial changes had occured, the schools and claisrooms of
the. early 1960's very much resembled those of the days of the ;Great Depression. The
typical Ontario school icif the early 1960's was in many ways only a number of one -
room schools strung together .With a general purpose room or gym asium, and perhaps
a .swimming pool or other recent amenities.

, .
Toward the mi - 1960's s the first evidence of substantial architectural innovation

was beginning.tofbe seen in newer but not necessarily. open concept schools..Team
teaching rooms, seminar rooms, staff work .areqs, libraries or resource centers of
adequate dimensions and fixtures, /With. viewing, listening, and storage, areas\ for the'
growing host orteciching aids were to'be found in the schools. for the 1960's. %,

In the open, plan school (Which in Ontario made its appearance about 1 67) and
in some of the conventional schools..of the 1960's', the building. thus reflects the
growing respect for individual /differences. Concern for the -develociment. of Ti4,different
types of human personality also called for changes in the way4 learners and tea+rs
were organizd, both in respect to horizontal organization (grouping for leaming)\ and
vertical organization ("MoveMent" or "promotion" from entry to gtaduation). .Non;
gradedness and continuous prOgress were the prOfession's response to individual nee'ds
and both these techniqUes were -to be facilitated by .the open 'plan school. !

T anti famorrow

Generally, the prin'ciple of constant_ regroAoing of-pupils and staff for different
learning experiences had displaced-the often arbitrary grOupincf, a number 'of

,learners (about 30 in the elementary school) wit'n one teacher for most' of the time.
'Constant regrouping is easier When there are barrier walls separating the pool of
pupils and staff. Thanks to carpeting, acoustical tiles, etc, physical- .constraints on
group size have diminished. Now it is mainly only the developmental level of learners

. with regard to the learning situation which determines the size, and number of groupings.
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The impact of change inany diinension.varies from community to community.
--- Similarly the readiness of a school staff to embrace the new' bases for curricu' la varies.

Many schools, including the new open' plan schools, are today., in a peribd of transition.
In the near future schools will probably organize space on several criteria: expandable
space allowing, for ordered growth, convertible space which readily adapti to program
changes, and versatile space serving many G.:nations. At present, open:plan schools
may .meet these criteria much better than conventionally built schools. Many open plan
schools may be restructured, by. operating their m9veable walls, to resemble the more
conventional schools so that the virtues of such Organization may be exploited when

. appropriate. - Some now prefer that the, new schools be designed so that Open areas
can be restructured at a litter date by more or less permanent partitions. This versa-
tility also represents a hedge against the possibility that the open plan philosophy .is
not welbsuited to some learners all the *time or all learners some of the time.'

1'

Open plan schools commonly group youngsters, whose ages span- several years,
in one area under the direction. of a team of teachers. Thus the continuous progress
of the lecirners is -more readily managed. A youngster normally will. spend about three
.years with this group thus eliminating The annual trauma oe promotion. ot failure:.
Staff has longer to come to know the learners and to provide for their individual differences.
Contracting or expanding the number pf years a pupil 'spends- with the group also'serves
individualization of. program.

Testing the Claims
.

;There have been only two significant and, for York -County, relevant Canadian
studies of open plan schools reported in the literature to date. PUpil and teacher
behavior in the new physical, and social setting have both been studied.5 'Tabulated
below are the claims made for the open plan school investigated in these two studies,
with an -Indication of whether the claims were supported. Both studies involved open
plan schools and one or more "non -open" schools ,representing different modes or organi
zation. The claims were handled in a Comparative way. That is, the open plan school
was alleged' tobe sUperior to other schools in certain respects and this olaim was -either
supported rejected, or considered not significantly different. Evidence was collected
by obser;tions, including semantic differential questionnaires, made in the schools.

___5._ F. S. Wilson, R. Langevin, and T. Stuckey, Are Pupils' in the Open Plan School
Different? Ottawa: Canadian Council for Research in Education, I 69.
M. Ellison, 1. Gilberi, and E. W, -Ratsoy, "Teacher Behavior in.Operi-Area
Classrooms," The Canadian Administrator, VIII (Feb. 1969).

l
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CLAWED' FOR THE
OPEN PLAN SCHOOL

A, Pupils show greater

1,; self- discipline.
2. maturity
3. absorption in activities
4. regard toward the school
5; self-regard-
6; productive thinking/
7 social adlustment (absence

of "problem children")
8.. creativity
9.; .curiosity

10.. initiation of activities

B. Teachers ,: .

1, regroup pupils more frequently
2. spend more time giving pupils

iridividual attention
3, regroup pupils for small group

activities Moreifrequently
4: spend more 06-observing

tithe, teachers
5. spend less time in ,"ipares"
6. spend less time presenting

inforrhation

FIND(NGS OF

THE STUDIES

supportedrt,

supported'
supported.
supported
supported
supported

supported
rejected

no significant difference
supported

supported

no significant difference

rejected

supported
supported

rejected

a

3

The results Of these studies' are certainly not the last word but they are .at
least encouraging forthe,open plan school. It might be unrealistic to believe
that cell these findings would be 'supported in-each-and -e-viiryClassroom in open ,

plan schools when` compared with conventional schools and experimental schools' of
other scrti: It would be a mistake to assume that the obove.Claims are the only de-
sirabie outcomes of an educational, program or that, if the list -were mitendedr, the
open plan schools would show themselves to, be achieving to the same 'wawa with tke
additional standards. The present study, as we, shall re-examines some though
not all of these claims. It probes. behind the labels to reveal the, flow of pupil
and teacher behaviors in the open areas on typical days

As always, staffing grit otherconsiderations need to be taken into account in
studies of school design and ifs consequences, The school -plant only proides the

-copportunity.. What actually, happens within thesocial and philosophical framework,

9

J
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always,staffing and other considerations need-t6. be taken into account. in
4. '

'studies of school design and its consequences;- The school plant only provides the
oppoiltunity., What actually happens within the social and philosophical framework;
Within the architecture; within,'the curriculer plan, Ultimately, dependi upon the
people in:the schools themselves. 'Open plan . architecture may be viewed as an
important resource for the professional growth of staff and the Personal' growth of
learners.-- This. p6int is sometimes forgotten. - Because it is harder to modify people.
than to erect new buildings, the, benefits pfzike open-plan school. will likely Came:
gradually-and.--drity then if as .much ottention is giyen to pupil growth and to staff .

development as. is given to bricks-0(nd mortar. In the York. County study, attention,
has been given, to "the fluid activities'.within",rather. than to the "eclucetional.
containers "..,
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CHAPTER 2

:1"1-1E OPEN PLAN STUDY: PURPOSE AND METHOD

Purpose
5, .

What curriculum goal,..-clOYork County new open' plcin schools hold? In what'
ways do their instructional objectives and methods differ from those of similar county

/elementary school reviously built in conventional fashrons? Do pupils of the open
plan schoo ca quire the skills and attitudes sought by their teachers? pa pupils in
the. schools' also demonitrate much the some work pattems,andSimilak repertoires of
accomplishryients even if their school's'major objectives are,Somevkat dissimilar to

. open plan ::school aims?

These-and a ghost of similar questions are on the minds of educators faced with
the need of assessing the ("lie plan, school operation, even. before it is a year old.
Summative oaluatiOn is adm ttedly premature; the open plan school operation is still
in a state of becciming rather than being. At this stage there is. no easy way-of screening
out the current strong reacti e effects ref 'eating the schools' 'novelty Impact on the
emotions 'of staff, pupils; and ,parents. Nevertheless, what void-info:ina-Hon can we
glean from ttiese schools that will be useful now? Ther are many ideciiions pending:.
Whether to adjust operations and architecture jn-these schools' foi..nexf;ye'qr; whether
the new elementary schools which must-L-((built shallbe,partly- or .wholly open plan
.Or.some other scheme; and whethe( in-service education progroms must be provided. for
teachers who will be Worki g in open plan schools, if such are to remain. in operitipn.
next year. \

-The investigation undertaken in the winter and early spring of 1970 4 .phase
oneof this study 'From 'the outset there was; agreTme'nt-that whatever else_is significant,
the 'mbst important ccinsideration -is to produce a/clear picture w at it, is like to be
sr pupil in an open plan school York ounty. at appens t'r:6F1-earne
indisputably. the criterion 'against which architecture and dperations must be ass ed.
With the (child. at the focus, environment assumes, its proper place-faCilitating hild
development and not ani end in itself.'

. The -focus of this study ;scan the behavioral outcomes flit pupils 'exposed to
the open plan schools' pfograms. Outcomes may be ckssified" as "either spontaneous
behaviors, or as performance's or expressions of attitude that are evoked by requests
questions, commands; etc., whether in the school or outside it; For' the time being',..,
we are concerned with behavior and attitudes-at schoOlia common practical limit

"which is not entirely satisfactory to parents and educators who.are .increasingly con-:.
cemed with. out -of- school behavior, Given these limitations, the inethOdology of this
study thus becomeS concerned with

(1) identifying the relevant outcomes to be looked for,
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devising means of noting the presence or absence, of .-

the criterion (designated) behaviors and attitudes,'
.

-

applying appropriate "controls" sO41.tat it may be
determined whether the observed outcomes result,
from the open plan organization or other factors.

.. While this' phase,of the ,study is almoit entire! concerned with objective an$
selective) description, some investigators were specifically asked to make certain

i....judgments (e.g.,. "Would yoil, li-ke.'to Be a pupil in this setting?"): As we' shall see, .

. some investigators. declined to "evaluate"; even when. ;milted; 06,06:grounds
re,.. that this was atas or 'the coniuncers of this report -- the staff. of 'ilieNschoOls, /parents,

trustees; andOdm istratori. They argued. convincingly that these or other interested
persons need .-alio'fo determine whether the goals of the schOols....are ar'Propriate and ..

valuable. This study describes .how fully., the goals - were achieV'ed, to he'Gextent they ,

were observable. If mart se ques. tions abaut these 'goals. becauie unW to 'ehaviots
:.. . . ../

were also observed.' i
a

Method: The Control Function

O

. \,,,, .

A common problem in such investigations is that 'of determining. whether outcomes
are attributable to the exPerimentalvariable(the open plan operation) or to rzcli?.dom
variables. In a 'true experiment, a control situation is established... In the control,
the experimental. variable is missing' byt,, ideally, all other variables are prevent to

...the same degree as in the 'elperimentel situation. Naturally, such ideal pairinvk
r r impoliibleOvhen dealing with such complexamits as 'sChools. Random, assignment (of

experini'ental sand control. condifictris), ;the alternative and preferable control method,.
is out of *e 'question in this,:case. The best that can be done is .a 'matching on a

s,.
,..s.: -.

'limited number of critical:factors.
.f. \ .

. . .

, 1
d. a

.

For this study, three county elementary schools were "matched" with the., four
open plan schools. The 'number of variables for whiCh close. matching is possible is
usually limited. . To begin, the .cotitroschools;were fciitly well matched tole open

1'

plan, schools of the. following characteristics:

(1) the age of the schools,

(2) the socio-economic conditions in their attendance areas,

(3)
.

general geographic location (proximity).

. -
It turned out that matching also occured)n other dimensions..

a.
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Table 1, "Selected ,ChciraCteristics of Open Plan and Control Schools," was
prepared from data. collected by the "Pre-Instructional Cdnditions" subcommittee

%,
of the study task force. This group consisted of principals and other staff of both

TY
open plan and conventional county elementary schools. They developed a list of-
"pre-instructional conditions," or charaCteiistics of the school, the staff,' support
services, administrative and organizational Peactioes.whiCh they thought might,,
predetermine the .quality of the instructional ,program, They held that SignifiCant
differences in theie condiiioni must be take into account in evaluating the
outcomes of instruction: Some subcommittee. members checked official:records
and visited the:seven schools to observe conditions unobtrusively. 'Others, developed.
:aschedule of. questions 'to be put to the principals' of these- schools to determine
other conditions, including principa Is' opinions on the _adequacy of their services
anaLfacilitier."5-Prom-their InvestigcitiOns the schools as groups may be more or
less' matched in these aspecti also: ,

(4)T - they. have equal' access to support staff ,(bOth
professional, Clerical, and volunteers) although
differences in use exist,, , ,

(5) the range (but not quantity) of audiovisual
teaching aids is identical,

(6) the.adequacy (range and quantity) of other
instructional, recreational and administrative
equipment it' equivalent,

(7) the number of teachers- holding academic degrees
does not differ significantly,

.1

(8), the ratio of pupils to teachers is not significantly .

.1. . ,different., -1

This subCommittee determined that certain /initial, Or,,"pre-instructional" Conditions
were not matched: The following appear to favor the control sChools:

I

6. Attached as part of Appendix "A".
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,

(1) they. have a greater quantity of audiovisual teaching
aids (perhaps because these schools have had longer
to acquire needed equipment),

(2) , they have smaller enrolments, and accordingly,

V 1 ' . .
(3) smaller staffs (thought to be favorable to the extent

that it facilitates communication . and other admini-
/strative functions' although it May mean shallower
Pools of human resources),,, ,

c-

Other differences appear to favor the open plan 'schools:

(1). they possess greater spaCe fore instructional,
recreations, and administrative activities

(2) they have a higher- proportion-(60__percent vs.'
40 percent) of male teachers,

ft

they have more experienced staffs, (as determined
by use of a weighted scale which takes into account
the distribution of inexperienced, experienced, did

_

sent or teachers rather than mere average of years
teaching).

'a /

- . .

Taken iall-in-all, the open plan and control schools are fairly ,[I matched
as far. as such conditions are concerned.. The small differences ten to offset. each
other.

. The differences among schools within either group are generally greatei than
the average differences between the groups, e.g., enrolment.

The subcommittee else found variance in matters which ore' perhaps more in the
nature of "operational outcomes" than "pre-instructicinal conditions." The open, plan
sahools differ markedly and favorably from the control schools in these respects:

(1) with ene,exception, the:open plan schools have
published formal statements af-objectives while'
only one control school has such a document

, . (and it tends.,to be' more a description of proce7
44 _Aires than of instructional goals),,.._---

I
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'open plan schools seem decidely more flexible and
responsive to individual differences both in the ini-
tial "pkicemento of 'a pupil and his subsequent re-
grOUpirig (such.. as pi:emotion). .

A number of-factors may account for these differences, the felt 'need to justify
, q. "radically new" school. concept._ On the other hand, flexibility in responding to

learners as individuals. is claimed for.the open plan school and the trend of observe-
tions by this subconimittee seem to support that proposition.

-
Summarizing, despite some obvioes.differencei, the twckgroups of schools are

well matched,, on the. basis- of the reports given by the prinCiPals of the, schools to
their peers on the subcommittee. Independent spot-checking bore out the reports,
both in'subsrance and in virtually all details which it was pOssible to.Confirm.

.In 'conclusion, 'it is well to recall the purpose of the control in. an experiment -
tedetermine whether observed' outcomes might also arise, from random variables in
non -open plan schools. ComParisons of outcomes' in *any other sense especially to
assets "Worth" or "value" is. illogical and unwarranted.

M t hod: Identifying Relevant Ourcomesc

While the "Pre-Instructional Conditions" subcomMittee was busy dealing with
the status of the control' schools, another-team was wrestling with the first methodo-
logical concerninidentifying the tangible pupil behaviors tat the open plan schools
were trying to encourage. The core of this six-man "Products" subcommittee, the
principals of the four open plan schools, simultaneously prepared two documents.
One a statement of their common philosophy far their schools, was intended for
inclusion in this report and is reproduced below. The other consisted of a translation
of their philosophy into seven directives (posed as questions as well as direcnens)
intended to guide observers coming In to' open plan schools so that they might' give
attention to the principals' views of the.-most relevant actiiiities or conditions. We
will return to these seven directives in the next section of this chapter.

The principals' statement on the common purposes of their schools harks back
to the prevailing conditions of the 1960's, as described in Chapter I, and expresses
their hopes for their schools in the years ahead. It relates clearly the' local
conditions which may greatly cloud the vision' of what open plan schools are
really about.

We subscribe in a general way to the premises, assumptions, and
philosophies, asserted by many serious writers on the open plan school,
We accept that 'schools today need to react to the rapid social and

16
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other changes whiCh ,mark this age. Schools need to react to the
knowledge it xplosion, to the communications revolution, to automation,
and to other forces of a scientific or technological nature. We .

believe that, whether their schools are of the new open space concept
Or of the more traditional architecture, all good teachers are sensitive
to the new conditions of these times and the new expectations society .

Was of its schools. In short, we believe that it is not in the matter of
awareness of prevailing historical conditions that the open plan and.
other elementary schools differ one from another.

There is a major difference bet-Ween the bas-ic teaching methodo-
logies of open plan school s'raff and those of teachers in schools con-
sisting mainly of/self-:contained or walled-in teaching areas which
generally accommodate one .teacher and about thirty learners. In open
plan schools, 'several teaChert are .jointly responsible for one hundred
or so pupils and thus-are* forced to interact differently with each other
and with their pupils. TgFoire forced to grow professionally. when (
removed froni the isolation of theilaTaird classroom,. In the open areas,
teachers must literally face their colleagues and are accountable to
each other for their program ideas. L_Whether they consciously attempt
to integrate their progi*nns or in, other ways cooperptively plan and
cooperatively execute them, open plan. teachers are forced to face ,
their professional problems collectively rather than as individuals.
Open,plan schools differ essentailly from those where interior walls
prevail. In the open area there is minimum possibility for that splen-
did isolation under which teachers previously, have proceeded very much
as their private perferences, or current fad, or professional experiences
'directed thorn, at least for much of their program. Iri the open space
school, where many teachers and ;nany pupils interact, where anyone
may walk in or through, where for much of, the time a teacher's

/activities do not proceed independently of a comprehensive learning ,
/ program, the teacher is forced to grow as a professional worker, aware

of alternative, strategies, involved in planning with, colleagues for the
use of resources (even if only of the space).

We believe that -all, other factors being equal;', the open plan
schools can offer. any and-every educational opportunity for learning
that eon -open plan schools can and do and should offer. This does
not mean,that we believe that identical programs are offered or
outcomes achieved. Program priorities are based Upon_ conditions
which vary from community to community. We believe that the open
plan schools of York ,County offer the opportunities for learning needed
by their pupil clientele. We_believe that our teachers. cap do every-7
thing they did before with the exception of operating for lOng periods'



in splendid isolation. They_- .cannot turn the, clock back to earlier
organization, of space nor do we believe that for the large part
there is any, great wish to do so.

We believe that the open plan crchiiecture cnd the program
which is evolving in the open plan schools has created in the
communities about these schools a conscioycsness of education which
has not existed for many yews. Some of this consciousness among
the citizens of these communities may be negative. This is because
many of the changes which education has accepted as necessary are
embodied in the open plan school and in the provisions for open
space-teaching. Coming as it doe: - at the time when the centrali-
zation of school administration is,being realized in the county and
in the province and at 'the time when the small community school has
given way to the central or greater community school -, the open
Om school is subject to the frustrations which arise from change.
Frustration is not limited to the community but is also sometimes felt
by the teachers. In its physical aspects and in its program the open'
plan school 'is "Change Writ Large".

The .open plan schools seem revolutionary to parts of the Com-
munity and this is indeed very much the case, although not necessarily
for program reasons alone. It is not merely the openness. of the
interior of the school:. Nor -is 'it the fact that there is carpeting in
the library; 'libraries .or learning resource centers themselves are .

somewhat of .a revolution in the rural communities where 'some; of
York County's open plan schools are located. One must rrember
that it is not many years since the inhobitants of these corhrnunities.
came to the school ¶o hear the inipectors, the.. principals, and the
teachers report in public meetings to the community. These practices
and The schools that served that rural culture have been demolished
within a decade. Much oppositiew to change focuses on the school
that has succeeded the old' community school: Frustration over infl,-a-
tion and higher taxes and fears 'of the youth culture with itsemusic,.
hair and dress styles, and its readiness to.except or at. least listen to ,

the advocates of the drUg culture all haVe combined with the frustra-
tion over centralization and -the'Change which' lies. behind it. It is
'difficult, therefore, for the new .open: plan schools to communicate to
a populace whiCh is, in today's jargon "uptight" because of these
changes: The community that understands. the nature of the times
understands better Ache new schooling and the new schools whether; or
not these schools adopt or adapt.the open plan philosophy: It is well
always to remember _that .much which. marks the :prograeof the open
plan ratischool:as new can be found in the older, so-called - crate
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. .

schools, The essential difference lies in the ways the organization of
interior space alloy or forces teachers to work tovq jffc _tucrent

goals of education.

Meth od: In-School Case Studies

One of the concurrent tasks of the "Products". subcommittee was the preparation
of directives to the team which was to conduct in-school observations, The task was
to prepare a list of directions or questions which adequately translated the priority .
goals of the open plan 'schools into observable or evocable pupil behaviors (we shall
later refer to these. as "criterion behaviors"). The principals of the subcommittee
decided that these few directives covered their common -major concerns:`

,(1) Do the pupils share jn "decisiqn-making" in matters. whiah'-'
.. touch them olosely?' (Two aspects: the opportunity to

make wishes or' preferences- known and the 'use of thee
,

oopportunity.)
.

) . 1 ' ,

(2) Note any truly individually initiated pupil activities
(reflections of personal interests which are given a
chance toflourish in the day's activities)

- (3) Are pupils given the opportunity to display personal respon-
sibility? If so, how did, theK (or the single subject or
observation) respond. - get down to work, goof off, con-
stantly refer back. to the teachers for directions, reinforce-
ment, etc.?

(4) What evidence is there of cooperative planning (teacher-
teacher or teacher-pupil), grouping for instruction,
curricula; etc.? of inter-disciplinary planning (e.g.-
attempt to promote pupil growth in different disciplines
in the same "lesson")?

(5)

(6)

Do' pupils 'demonstrate the spirit of inquiry (e.g. b
raising pertinent question's) and do pupils demonst to
pertinent skills in discovering answers ?_ (The con erse
would find the pupils refusing opportunities to question --°
teachers "giving° answers all tha lime)

Do pupils'respond to the teachers and other pupils
attentively, courteously (e.g. do they 'listen to each,
other)? are they charitable in disCuising others' View,
points? do'. thejf. display ci sense of- humour, are. they
"sociable"?



\
(7) How. do zou feel about the environment? is it comfortable"?

is fit "warm"? by your personal standards. Would yoy like
to be a pupil in this setting?

\
Descriptive observation studies are only as good as the instruments (observers plus
their instructions). \, The idemands on the observers in this study were considerable.
In some instances, the observers are called upon to work back from direct ob*rva
tion of inschool activities to' determine whether certain preinstructionol activities
transpirbd (e.g., the search for evidence of cooperative planning).' In another case,
personal feelings or value judgments are demanded "How do you feel about the
environment?"). ObserVers had to collect personal data from sic records and to
evoke, in brief interviews, much information from pupils;

Their hardest job was to master classroom observation techniques generally
foreign toitheir previous training and experience. For this task/ short periods' of
instruction and practice were arranged for the seven element school principals
and two master teachers who were invited to participate on4fhe observcrtion team.7,
In addition to learning the use of tallying devices developed for this study, they
'practised. use of the C lassror Environment Code Digest variant of Flanders'
interaction' analysis technique,9 and a "shadow study" tec4nique that- has been
evolving since the 1940's. k Copies of the tally forms for these methods are included
in Appendix "A".

J

At the heart of this observation progiam was the. "shadow study" technique
whereby a randomlyselected youngster was observed as .unqbtrusively as possible by

7. One principal subsequently withdrew due to ill healtY The master teachers
we/a asked to withdraw part way through the study when it appeared' that
their role might be misread as in conflict with their collegial relationship
with teachers. .

Adapted from F.. G. Cornell, C.. M. Lindvall and J. L. Saupe, An Ex` lorat
Measuremenf of individualities of Schools and Classrooms (Urbana: niv. of

41117)is

9.. Each separate -exchange or component is recorded only once6regardless of its
duration. Interaction analysis variants are fully dealt with in Anit'a Simon and'
Gil E.. Boyer, Mirrors For Behavior: -Ai Anthol of Classroom .Observation
Instruments (Phi ode p a: esearc or etter oo s, Inc., 196 .

10. Its best
.

known use is in John' H. Lounsbury; an can V.. Moroni, The Junior High
School We Saw: One. Day in the Eitihth Grade Wasbington, D.C. :Assoc. for
Supervision and Curriculum. Developinent, 1964).

(`3

I
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by his shadoW throughout in entire school day. At. his convenience in late February
or early March,_ each invest'igat'or was to shadow at least. 'one open plan school
pupil, and one subjectlin a control school. In either setting, the investigator noted
the various environments (physical, social, etc.) encountered by the subject of : his

Observations. The overt behavior of the pupil was'iecorded at' predetermined 107
Minuted intervals. There was also an interview at the end Of the school day. The

observer followed -a schedule of questions and his intuition in eliciting information
from the pupil. The pupil may also have been asked to recall events or explain a
concept taught dUring the day or otherwise demOnstrate attentiveness tention
of learning. Latek Ai observer extracted relevaht.biOgrOphical data 1, the 'I's
records (previous achievement, rated leaming.capacity; attendance and health
recordi, possibly family situation, etc.). This information provided a preface to
the report tlf .observations and may place events into Context. Th,ese .data were-
collected last so that they mould notconstitute "prior- knowledge" which might influence
.observations (e.g. , by creating expectations).

. I

Interaction analysis is rarely paired with shadow dies but since such observa-
.

tions had been used in a study of open plan school teachers, it was incorporated .intO
the/York County.-study. This-technique was modified to require that the observer
recbrd; (at about "30- minute intervals) the interactions: (e. g . , verbal exchanges). :

between theteacher(s) arid the pupil(s). over a three - minute period. The traditional..
Intiraction categories proved 'largely inappropriate- in the open plan schools as
there were few conventional. exchanges. (such as socratic lessons) between teachers

° and the pupils as a group. In the control schools the interaction analysis was
generally a 'useful supplement to shadow study observations.

.

Only experienced teachers accustomed to visiting others' classes ciould:,hope to
master the techniques and adopt the .required objectivity after a short 'pen o0 of
training. Only principals could be so.readily freed to participate for full days at
o time. As ;principals they were accustomed to shorter, "inspeciorial" visits in which
the fopus was on the teacher and the purpose was. remedictionof deficient pedagogy .

or reinforcement of favored methodologies. Some observers had to adjust considerably
to concentrate on someone else's' directives or questions, to a focus on pupil
performance, andiO avoid snap judgments and prescriptive remedies

Some made such a thorough change that they were. hesitant to make judgments
in areas/ where their opinions were solicited. As wee will see in the next chapter,
others vie expansive when permitted subjective expression of feeling or thought.
It is important to recognize 'the occuronce and appropriateness of tuch.personal views;
Either- way, the case studies which follow make it clear "what it is like to-be- a pupil
'ID an open plan schoOl in York County."
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"THE FLUID-ACTIVITIES WITHIN": TEN CASE STUDIES

CHAPTER

The 13 shadow studies - three each from the febr open plan sChools, two
from each of the three control schaols r constitute':a fascinating,;though UnintendeS,
spot-check on life in York County's elementary schools. -It would be a rewarding,
but fatiguing, exercise to review each study, even the three which could not be
completed due to random events( a child unexptitedly fetched to a doctor's
appointineni, a teacher felled by the 'flu).

Of the 15 completed studies, 10 have been selected as representative cases.
oSiTalLin open plan schools, are, presented as rather full shadow siiidiei:Four,

including thEee studies in control schools, have been_ edited to avoid unnessary
repetition or detail. Their minute-4-minUte descriptions \have been translated to
analytic narratives which, hopefully i capture the flow of -classroom events. Data
from all. 15 completed case studiel, are in li ed in the vqrious summaries in the

.)concluding chapter.

Air 10 case studies.lreported here are as, approved' ,observers after,the
original drafts wereedited: No changes have ,been made save to alter the pupils'
names and to mit ;a,_feW details of environment so that only those intimately .

connected wit% the schoolsscan , with certainty, identify the major persons involved.
.

If will be noted" that,Nwainly because three of the seven schools involved are
senior public schools, many of the pupils- studied are inradet 7 and .8. The random:;
selection process prodUced fewer cases in kindergarten through grade 4 -and, unfor-1
tunately;.two'of.these were incomplete. A. more serious imbalance is the low ratio

:of girls to boys in. theie 18 studies (about 1 to 4) as girls tend to Conform more to
teachers' expectations and to demonstrate more socially acceptable behavior in the -
presende of obspryers.

" 6` :

Jhe 'appropriate order for presenting these case studies creates q problem.. ,

Almost ariy logical sequencing assumes an -order that might be biasing, For example, 11
proCeeding from the case where the greatest number of criterion.behaviors win in
evidence to tile case where the fewest of these behaviors were fdund might imply
an order of worth not 'otherwise justified (that is, it is not-tb )be'.automatically.

assumed that the school which fosters all the)numerated behaviors necessarily offers
the "best" eduCation).

may

least prejudicial patternijs one derived by random sequen-
cing; The randomnesi may also require of the reader the greatest acuity in analyzing
and evaluating the reported activities. In any case, this presentation mode approxir
mates what the reader might find if he were to conduct 10 random visits to schools:

To avoid confusion; the seven open plan school stuies ard presented first, as
case_ studies A to G. The three control studies are H, , J. The five studies not .

. reported, but considered in summaries are V, W, (open plan schOols), Y. and Z
(control schools).

..
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CASE' STUDY. A

Peter is 11 years, six months .old and in the Junior Division in a. .

new open plan school: According to his records, a 'learning problem exists and,
in general,' his,standardized reading tests indicates he is functioning about a
year below his equivalent- age-grade level (grade 5).

Location
and time

. -

Junior
Division
Open Area
9:00

ge'r

1

EnvironmentObserved Behavior

Peter sits attentively in a group or
30 at the front of one section, of
tiie area.

9:10 Seated at a single desk at back
of room. Chats with girl near
him as activities begin.

9:20

9:30

9:40

Working quietly by himself.

Gcine to washroom'..

-An attractive, darpetece open
area ccipable of accommoda-
ting perhaps 1.00 pupils. The
regular teacher is absent and
the principal initiates activi-
ties.. Children "cloistered"
in one section to begin.

A

A diagnostic test (mathematics)
is introduced. Principal` moves
in and out of the area, super-

'0 '

vising.

,
Tesf, continues. ,

I.
u

- Test continues.

No supervision much of the .1p ,

_time
.

and alass isrestless and
'talkative.

Working quietly on math.

Works at and finishes the math.

,

10:10 Peter looks for his materials on
a shelf then settles in ,to work
.13y- himself.

'Manipulating geometry materials.
Sits with a classmate.

Gone to washroom.

e

Matlk testing proceeds to
conC6ion.

Spelling lesson.. Teacher is

.still absent but assignment is
,on the blaOkboard. Generar
confusion.

Spelling continues.

4
.

..Spel lin lesson continues.-

N..

o
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Location
and time

-23-

. "Observed Behavior

10:40' Working on spelling assignment -
steadily but quietly by himself.

10:50 Recess,

11:00 Pupil working quietly,at front
of room.

11:20

11:30

.11:40

Working quietly at S. R.A.
reading program.

(

Wanders about to get reading
card; chats with classmates on
the way.

i.

Walks again to get reading card. , Reading continues.
Chats with friends and takes time
going_ lo work again. (

Pupiland teacher discuss assign-
ment card together., Pupil then
reads quietly.

Enviranment
...,

. --5
,-,

Class increasingly restless.
Little external supervision.

Regular teacher returns.

Reading ,program. Generally
quiet, studious atmosphere.

Pupils grouped for reading.
Slow readers 'in this graup.

11:50 Talking to girl; has been repri-
manded several times for not
working.

12:00

1:20

Lunch

Peter Walla around 'aimlessly,
chatting with friends.

Listens attentively and asks
question.

11,40

I

Peter is in the hall, direfully
pacing off measurements.
Appears: engrossed.

.1 A

Reading lesson continues.

Reading continues., General
restlessness and

Another teacher, directs thts
writing-grout). There is noise
and confusional-pupils re-
enter to begin aftemcion,,,program.

Writing group at -front of the
area. Very attentive to
instruction for creative writing
assignment'.

Group:members each to prepare
a pirate map with direction_ s to
location of treasure.

tr.
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Location
and time

1 :50 Qestions teacher and returns to
hall to correct his directions.

2:00 Pefer has retumed to the area and
is writing the final draft of the
pirate map directions. He wanders
off for a drink and chats en route
with others.

2:10 Peter is to be excused early for a
dental appointment, so he is
interviewed now.

- 24 -

Observed Behavior Environment

Teacher acting as a resource
as pupils work at their "maps".

Half the group is now writing
final drafts.

. In the inte ew, Peter revealed himself as a well adjusted ydungster. He
reported he was ner.or rarely annoyed or excited or frustrated but,: on -the other
hand, he seldom finds the -school .day stimulating him to great' thought or to great
interest. He does not react strongly to other possible .adjqativei suggested to 110
in the interview. He says- that. he likes the freedom the school's program offers, both -..
the time to pursue his own interests and the help he `roccivesfrom teachers. He says
he would like a longer school day and.more room to play .outsidelfie school.

.

If this was a typical day in the life of this. lad, he is part of a challenging
'situation. First, the children are regularly regrouped for the various subject offerings,
Matheniatics,..reading, and:environmental,sciences, for example. This day the youngsters:
worked for Considerable. lengths..of.tkne. without a teacher but during the course of the
day they are normally exposed to several teachers; There appeared to be marked dif-
ferences among teachers as to expectatians in matters of discipline, and in freedom ...
to move about and talk. Any given teacher's personal philosophy may also differ from
the school's. There may thus be difficulties for younger pupils in comprehending !lie
ever Changing situation.

.___'r-the-.pucii under obldniaticiii , this' day brought several

,
worked, d

His
isfo frrainmseta e for the f

of mind
indr atppeairtesdt t.wtoo. hourschoaungestseaudddienly andywhd .qeuhitae

teacher took
tooenkohaot his

charge
...

...;..
_activities.. At this point 'his attention appeared to wander, for which he was rebuked
several times, Peter said to the interviewer that he felt the freedom pemiiited by the
school and other teachers was squashed by this teacher in this .instance. The interaction
analysis at this point indicates. that activities were chiefly teacher7dorninated. and
Peter, if._.not others, had difficulty in adjusting to the rules that prevailed in such
circumstanCes, Although this teaaher organized. children to work inability groups, theyC. were permitted little independence of thought and action. It might. prove profitable.
for this teacher to follow a pupil, on such a shadow study in order to note the possibili-
ties afforded by the flexible space and flexible grouping- of thiAlchool building,. its

, . ,- .

. .
.

.
, . /

,,,



C organization and its pupils.

In conclusion, this observer felt that the pupils generally did share in decision-
making to a large degree. 'Their keeness to work at a project of their own chosing
illustrated a depth of self-discipline and pride that was very noticeable, The program

,obviously reflected the cooperative plannineby the staff for the benefit of the
children at their respective achievement levels. In this attractive setting this worth-
while program appeared to this observer to make "education not only fun but purposeful
to these students."

CASE 'STUDY B

Sharon, a grade 8 pupil in an open plan K - 8 school, is nearing her fourteenth
birthday. 'Her most recent IQ test reports her as a high 'B and she has long been
producing generally first class work. Teachers have previously identified her as a
meticulous worker, perhaps somewhat over-confident of her abilities. ,

Location
and time Observed Behavior.

House III Sharon chats at a table with
9:00 five other girls. Other pupils

administer ,a fraditioiial birthday
greeting tea classmate ,before
session begins.

9:10 Sharon checks her written
work. Chats with friends.

9:20°

9:30

-

Sharon talks to the teacher
who has come to her .table.'

Finishes reading quickly and
fetches paper to begin written
work. Converses with teacher
at his desk and appears pleased
by the exchange.

Environment

Large open area subdividable
into four by moveable, walls.
Area is carpeted and has an
attractive colour scheme.
Bulletin boards show art.
About 34 pupils in this group.

Pupill organize 'selves
informally and unhurriedly for
the day's work. After morning
announcements teacher organi-
zes a language ails lesson,
beginning with a review of
assigned work.

Pupils work individually.

Teacher has briefed clais on the
historical period of playt out-
lined on blackboard. 'Class/
qUietly reads dittoed materials.
A1I work at materials at own rates.

4.

-
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Location
and time

9:40

9:50

10:00

- 26 -

, Observed Behavior

Begins a new task. S aron
writes' and responds di igently
to written directions.

Moves her chair to "watch
the silent film"The Golden

, PFish". -,

Rapt attention. Reacts audibly
to suspense and humour.

10:10 Sharon is in a group of three girls.
They decide to pantomime baton

as their performance.

10:20 _Observes and evaluates other
groups-.

10:30.

FrencI
________ Area"

10:40

10:50

Acts out baton twirling
pantomime.

Sharon applies herself to her
workbook rather than to'\teacher.

After teacher slaps a poInter
on her book, Sharon *closes it
and concentrates on the oral
French exercises.

e.

Tether moves from table to
table to,discuss progress with
individuals.

,
Group has moved to another
section of the area to view a
film. Three other groups and.
their teachers also here.

The film has evoked many
emotions and children react
dynamically during film and
in 'following discussion.

Second phase of a double
"English" period. Group now
consists of 11 girls, two boys
seated in a hollow square
pattern with centre serving
as a "performing" area.

Creative exPression,-role-
playing or acting
followed by mutual evaluation.
arouping appears to be acCor-
ding to ;interests.

French area has four walls
arranged to contain language
communications. Regrouping:'
Oral' French lesson on pronun-
ciation. Choral responses
expected from the 13 boys,



Location
and time.

House IV
11:00

11:10

Observed behavior

Sharon is reprimanded for
Copying terms from blackboard
rather than.watching 'the film.
She conforms.,

-8

Doodles as she watches film.
Teacher gestures and she stops.
Slouches in .her seat:

iiao Sharon keeps her attention on
the teacher and the film.

11:30 At conclusion of class, Sharon
goes to lunch.

House 1 Sits with two girls and readies
12:30 self for lesson. '

12:50

1:00

1:10

Environment

Music area is enclosed for
Soundproofing. Half of the.
buIletin'board :is used for
communicatioris:4Ausic data
is on four bbickbOai-ds, Teacher

' introduces.. and shows :firm \of
.Leonard Ber nstein.0 la,ss 4
generally attentive. .
Film.continues. A Haydn
symphony is being performed. .

. Teacher comments occasionally.
Class appears to be e_ nloying
lesson.

The teachers explains the
meaning of the film content.

Teacher .concludes with
instructions forlomorroves:
Class.

Works ,at problems.

. Attentivelo her. work and
teacher's explanations. Snaps

at a pupil :for. misbehavior.

Sharon volunteers a good
answer.

Goes to teacher for reassurance
that she Is progressing acceptably
with the exercise.. Onrteturn.she
kibitzes with table' Mates...

_Math area is attractively
decorated with items of interest
on an extended partitian wall.
Some 13 pupils in this group
for lessons on decimals. Teacher
is businesslike but friendly in
dictating4thelexercise.

Teacher uses specially
prepared materials rather than
a text. Whole group does the
same exercises.

. Teacher:demonstrates points
through sample Problems.

While aroup works at problems
teachel has dittoed, 'teacher
gives.itidividual assistance.
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Location
and time

1:20

House 11
1:30

1:40

2:10

--28 -

Observed Behavior

Chats with friends who have
come to her table. Some tom-
foolery. Sharon. then moves to
a boys, table to chat.

Plays tag on entering this area.
Can't find her book so she sits
with a classmate.

Now has a text supplied by the
teacber6but is pencil-fencing
with a friend. Then focuses on
lessen..

Continues working. Other pupils
are making a map m_ ural on a
rear .wall using the overhead
projector. In another corner pupils
of another class are carrying out
individual activities.

Chats and laughs with friends,
Exchanger notes with someone
from another area.

House 1 . Listens attentively and later
2:20 talks'with a. teacher about

gathering data for her project,

Envigment

GrOup working individually
on exercise to end of the class..

One extended wall creates an
"L" shaped area. Social
studies group consists of about
20 pupils. Lesson is on angles
and degrees and teacher tries
to correlate math and social
studies.

Teacher is still trying to get
the group to settle into effec-
tive learning. Mathematical
division of circle related to
time zones is the topic.

Lesson progresses well. Maps,
pictures, cutouts decorate the
room. In the adjacent area and-
ther group is working on the
identical topit, using same text
and the socratiC method.

Teacher has established this as
a "personal" work period
during which pupils may "catch
up" or "clear up" .any incom-
plete tasks.

Period ends and pupils moving
for a science class.

All walls Al ved to create .a full
open area f 60 pupils and two
teachers., ,G ps of six or so
haVe -been p viously set, up.
for this "Na re" study. Chal-
lenging "discovery ", projects are
conducted- in accordarice with a
plan (en the blackboard) which a
teacher reviews. Ared \kris cages,
scientific apparattis, graphics..
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Location
and time

2:30
ti

-29-

Observed Behavior _

Sharon and her group discussing
their project. They have hit. a
snag and consult' with a teacher.
Afterward they return to discussion
'Of project.

2:40 After some horseplay,' Sharon
rubbernecks at anotherlable.

2:50

3:00

On her return from washroom 0
teacher cautions Sharon against
wandering off. She settles into
work, fetching a reference book
and recording her findings

Works until end of school day:

Envlionment

Teachers circulate, giving assis-
tance to groups as they record
information. The noise of so
many groups discussing their work
is 'great and a teacher comments
on "overactivity."

Teachers consult with %roil ps.

yr

.

Sharon enjoys her schloo life. Shelrequently finds it exciting and interesting and_
reports few or rare negative attitudes toward the school. She says she likes the way
pupils can pick out their own activities and choose to do the things they want to. For
Sharon, the school extends to the out -of -doors and she enjoys going outside for science
classes to search for specimens. She would like more field trips and suggested Otther
activities which could permit pupils to become more involved: the reestablishment of
the school newspaper and the reactivation of the student boUncil, for instance.

She thought this was a normal day in' most respects'but noted that she was tired
due to staying up late the night before. Thicshowed :in her occasional shortness of temper.
She also felt that she' had not learned much in science class partly because her group
was working, on a topic which was difficult to get data on and, perhaps, because she
was tired. She thought she had learned quite a bit in the social studies and music
clasies and when examined on several items had good recall except in mathematics where
she had not quite grasped the concepts.. She IjIces English, her best sbject. The use
of the film to get her involved in what was happening was most .effective in her case.
She felt quite caught up by the-presentation and obviously the film had fired her

imagination.

Sharon feels lucky to attend this school. Her friends go to other schobls and she
reports that they do not enjoy them. Sharon said that she likes the 'principal .and vice-
.principal and from the day's activities it is &Mous that she also has warm-feelings
toward most- of her teachers,

0

0
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CASE STUDY C

Martin, seven and one-half years. olgl, is a pupil in the primary "class" at an
open plan school. No id test has been administered but earlier this year he was
interviewed by a psychologist because of his .behavior. His learning capacity is *average
or better but it has been noted- that he is hyperactive and inconsistent in his behalAor.
This is a summary of an observer's report on a day with Martin. The in-class observa-
tions have been omitted.

This appears to be a typiccil day in the pall-mall life of this youngster. Martin
says he prefers _this to his previous school. Here, he thinks, the books are better. He
likes his classmates, the arithmetic and 'printing classes and would prefer to have more
musk in his program.

Although he is enthusiastic about the school, when questioned at the end of the we'
day: Martin. could not recall the name Of the film he had watched so intently or any-
thing substantial about the film. He recalled that he liked it. Similarly he couldn't
remember the story or even the type of story that was read aloud to his grot4 in the
library. Although he participated in most activities, Martin .could not answer any ques-
tions about the day's work other than remembering the subjects he had done, where he I\ad
been and the type of presentation made as an introduction to new areas of work.

This apparent lack of retention hard to understand for Martin not only relishes
being at school he likes also jo be right where the action is taking place. When the
teacher was reading the,lesson he was near the front of the-group and constantly answer-
ed questions. However when assigned work to do; his attention often wandered. He did
not complete as much work as most of the other pupils. One reason for this is the nu-
merous conversations he had with other pupils. The observer overheard parts of some of
these conversations and noted that they were usually on the topic or some subject that was
of concern to him. At no time did his conversation seem foolish Or talk for the sake of
talk. Possibly the program must concentrate on reinforcement of learning for youngsters
such as Martin.

Although there was a great deal of freedom for the children of. this class or jroup-
ing (grades 1 - 2), you could see by the way One activity ,followed another that e
program was well planned (structured). During the morning period the teacher responsible
for the class was assisted by a Master Teacher who integrated her program with that of
the clqssroom teacher. There were two other teachers with their classes (grades 2 and 3)
in the open space, but they only came into contact once during the day. This occasion
arose because .a teacher discOvered that the film "Ti-Jean Goes Lumbering" had to be
returned by noon time; therefore she invited all pupils to see the film. Approximately
three-quarters of the pupils 'including my subject accepted the offer.

Because there were long periods when children were busy working on a project or
an assignmeOthere were numerous opportunities for children to show personal responsibility.

't of the puipils I felt, rose to the occasion. However, at the, same time, other
qu tfions must be. asked. I personally felt that he amount of work children did during

ese periods was smaller than I usually seein a regular classroom. However, why would
you expect a child to produce as much written work i:1 this atmosphere as a regular

33
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classroom when t child has so much time to discuss and work with'others? This 1:

Certainly raises mcny questions, such as what should beftiught in sehool,? by what
methods should we teach children? and how should we evaluate learning?

This area of the school had a nice friendly citmosphere. Children moved and
OP' activities took place end at all times there was the buzz 'of happy workers. Most of

the children seemed to enjoy school and seemed to be accountable for their own actions..
The discipline was firm and personal and, when the teacher found it 'necessary to' inter-
vene, no one wilt disturbed other than-Ike pupil being asked to change his ways.

CASE STUDY'D

Lars has just turned thirteen and is a grade 7 pupil in an open plan senior
public school. Although he suffers hearing loss in one,ear and has a rated IQ
just slightly above average, Lars has )sri envious academic record of first- and second
clast honours standing. On the Canadian Test of Basic Skills he is reeding one grade
above average and in math is' two grades above average. Perhaps of an un-.
fortunate home situation, Lars appears cool both to adults and, to youngsters .of his own
age although he is well accepted by them.

Location
and time'

Math Sitting quietly awaiting for 21 pupils ,in group but 35 seats.
9:00 opening exercises.

ai

9:10 Answered first question. Hand up Teacher used book to check any
for most -questions. answer, in doubt. Question and

answer method constantly used.

920 , NotiCalled on to answer in 10
min. Corrected wrong answers but 1'
mot 'work correct.' Attentive.

9:30 Couple of comments to neighbour: Just beginning a 15-minute
little effort to participate. assignment which will run .to

end of class.

Cne question done in past 10 .

min. 'Talks to neighbour; . 3

,--/ 1French First into class btlt showed no great Noisy. Teacher, asked foi
.

class desire to pay attention. Everyone quietness a" nuniber of tides
9:50 'slowly, moved to group but he sat but no response.

by self i n back corner of room..
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Location
and time

10;90

Observed Behcivior

Questions asked in French by
teacher: Lars has great difficulty
answering. Shows little interest:

No effort to participate. Head
down at times. Teacher tried once
but seemed to giye up as lost.

10:20 Spent five minutes standing, talking
and observi*b friend. Not noisy but
not participating 'in French.

0

One of fist to arrive. Sat
quite quietly.

. English

10:30,

.111

10:40

10:50.

11:10

11:20

11:30

Completely
°N.

Other7han moving to_new
classroom, no movement or ,

comments to anyonii. ,Seems t
be, paying attention. .,,

Environment

Noisy but most people varking.

,._,...Nsisy but Majority of class is

working; Value of tl;e exercise
is.debatable. 7).

t..s, ...
, . ?

Noisy. Most pupils .,,not working. ;

7".

'

'5'

; rs

4-77\eS. I

it
Teacher awaiting pueils id:s
interaction began-;i*fe4iately.
Noise' fOirrother. cfiysse very:
bad, ; .

4,1;,
`

r

' lass moyed. to guidance 'room

_..:".----J .beccyse of noise next door..
Very quiet as teacher reads.

Moved to 'a new spot(voluntarily)'
so he could work on written assign-
menc'. In first five minutes only
nanaged to get paper out on desk.
Wherrasked quietly by teacher
for explanation of what he was
doing, explained. .

AppareJly working.

Has produced one paragraph.
(Seems to be par for class).

Working on_second paragraph. 'No
comments` or speaking.

11:40 , Continues to write.

Class 'doing writing assignment?
Pupil now, sitting all' by himself.

Everyono busy.

English class now' moved to art
room. Everyone busy,, quiet.

Continues.

Continues.

5

3$



Location
and time

11:50

Science
room

12:00

12:10

12:20

12:30

12:40

12:50

Social
Studies
class
1:20

1:30

- 33 -

Observed Behaviour

Continued to write and.rewritee

Third one into class. Immediately
looked over wildlife samples.
Then to seat.

Answered a few'questions. Seemed
to pay attention. Smiled a few
times (only time gll morning that 1'1
saw this).

Attentive and silent.

Was not involved in question and
answer exchanges.' Made two
comments to neighbodr. Began
to write note.

Wrote an answer'as requested.
Only fair.

Hurried .out of ?less to-get a
newspaper. Then /into gym for
lunch, Sat with. boy friend,
talking.

Spent most time'ivo!kinb
group leader setting up'display,
board. Conversation, on topic, but
not of -a high calibre of .thought;

1:40 Working at desk on his topic
Seems very interested 'in 'work,'
Only one not. working with a partner. ti

1:50

Environment

C9ntinues.

Room specially equipped for
science. Live animals kept.

,.Teacher led discussion plus
questions and answers.
Teacher usually kept things
moving. Used questions to,
keep disturbers engaged.

Filmstrip -Shown.

Pupils to write up notes.
Many are busy commenting .to
neighbours but not too noisy.

!. Continues.

Continues.

Still working at deik. 10, minutes
drawing a hot rod... Glued:4o seat.

36

15 in .class;, working on
transportatien.

Very free atmosphere but'
most seem- to be on -topic.

-.

Mirk in small,
teacher avai°
assistance.-.,

roupsqn
le for

Continues.
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Loation

-;

and time Observed Behavior Environment

Library 'Move to library. Subject hurried Everyone free to take work2:00 to desk and immediately went to and then read it or make notes.
work on, drawing. Noisy for a library.

2:10 Never moved from seat. Passed
odd comment toineighbour.
Changed from drawing to reading.

Same.2:20

2.30- Read a little, talked -a little
but no sign of constructive
learning or action.

2:40 ." As above until end of this
period.

Gymnasium Ai Lars did not have his gym
2:50. equipment and would have

been' inactive during this-class,
. he was interviewed at this time.

Continues..

Much movement and noise.

Lars insists that this was a typical day. If so, he certainly faces a wide range
of teaching abilities. He has always been a good student academically and is quite
able to cover the traditional grade 7 course. Therefore teachers do not have to
find special work for him.' However, he, shows little interest in hirtchool work and
only three teachers tried to find Sp spark. Most teachers did try to I get around to all
the pupils to see if they were. working. The teacher's of science, English and social
studies found something for !his boy.

It was obvious that the teachers of social studies have een planpin. ....eratively
(although:to this observer the material presented in social stu ies was far too to
justify inclusion in the cuiriculum). Pupils were divided on the basil of interest between
the teachers and teacher who had the most difficult group of children had the fewest
number of students.

What worried this Oblver the most was the high noise level during some lessons,
much of which was caused, by other groups and the disturbing and smart remarks. by
some pupils. This must adversely affect learning.
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It is easy to see why Lars enjoys this. school \more than other he has attended:

1. Sothe of his teachers .try to make their classes interesting. and.pleasant..

2. . Most of his teachers try to treat, each pupil as an individual. (I belitve some
of them go too far:, allowing pupils to interfere with. other?! opportunitis.)

--,,,; .

t ?,,

NO one demandS too much work from him cod he is not. Challenged, to produce
/ at the level of which he is capable.

e atmosphere of this school ',confused his observer; The teachers'were
'friendly and pleasanf 'and seemed to know4hat they intended to teach. They
seemed sincerely interested. in the pupils. Yet I felt as if a great. deal of
confusion existed within the school. The noise of some classes, the remarks of
some pupils, and the listlessness of many pupils bothered me,

4

There: were opportUnities to display periOnal respOnsibitity. but in nearly
every ,case I saw it was being used. pOorly.° The-freedom-, tochoose topics in
social studies. produced a large number that .1 personally :felt were not even .

adequate for a grade 4 class., I 'did not see a teacher diving' direction and 5/et.
if is usually, agreed that the value of projects. j.s in the. steps that the 'pupil
takes while doing theft, not the finished prodUCt. The same applies to, part
Of the French lesson, 'the' only difference being -that'during This .lesson discipline
was so chaotic thathOrdly anyone was doing the assignment.

. On the basis. Of. one clay in this school; I would not want to be a pupil
there: 'If I was a good and eager student, I would worry that I would not be
extended enough and that my. opportunities to learn' would be interfered with
by the continuous noise and by a few sreanalec pupils. If I was a poor

V student,' I 'Would have the -opportunity . in sdme subjects of doing work that was
too easy: How could I improve myself? By 4::ioing: only easy work, .1 might
get a false impression of school and of mY'abilititdsucceed..

. Unfortunately, one-day -isnot -enough to I-judge adequately when one is--:
. ,

confused by the clash. of opposites.
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CASE STUDY E

I

9

Kelly is ten'and one -half years old and in. grade 5 at:an open plan school. He
has an A. IQ bUrhas not been working up to his pofentiall His parents' were asked .
to come'to-the school for an interview but they did not. This is but one indication
of what cippears.to be an .unfortunate,horne situation. leside laPking a suitahle*adult
male in his home' to relate 'to, Kelly lives in a.neighbourhood that has facilitated
bis.acceptance of delinquent older boys as models. _Kelly's "hero" is an older boy 4,

from, his neighbourhood who recently stole a 'car, in Montreal ancLis now in jail.

Location
and time

Home
: .Raom

. .9:10 -

I

.,
Observed Behavior .

Kelly sits holding his head
at his table immediately in
front of the teadher's desk',
He does not volunteer, .'
answers to'the 'questions.

9:20 Sits playing with a pencil
and watches the teacher as
she worIcS questions at the. board.
Appears to see the light, ancleagerlr
volunteers twice. Second time,

9:30

he explains a problem correctly:,

Kelly begins to work then.gazes
about and speaks to the girl
behind him. After playing with
hii finger's, he tries, the work 'again.

0:40 Kelly,cislcs the girl behind what'
8x8x8 'US. He 'slaps his foot on
the ,floor and plays with a pen.
Flips 'pages of his boolcand pokes,
the boy who conies to sit
him.him

Environment

Colorfulrcarpeted room With
.:

circular pupils' 'tables orrcinge,ci
in a scatter formation.- Two or
three pupils per table. A
mathematics 'class lequivalent
fractions) is in progress.

Teacher Is taking up homework,
,writing answers given by 1*spils
on the blackboard. Some pupils
voluriteer as, teacher questions. -
A chart of pupils' efforts in math
and spelling is on a wall.

Pupils working intently at
questiOns teacher' has put bn the. ,

board. She is helping one boy.

Teacher is moving. %in pupil to
pupil; helping with problems...

-,: She heips Kelly. Friendly
'manner. PUpils talk softly to
each other about the queStioni.
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Location
and. time,

'
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Observed Be yiors

9:50 . Kelly plays with his table while
marking: He smiles' when teacher
comments upon lack of under-
standing: 'Responds correctly when.
called on.

10:00

10:10 .

10:40

10:50

.11:00

Plays`at desk and fidgets. When
putting his workbook back on
shelf behind observer he' questions
observer. Asks name, wheie from;
and then shows and tells obseryer
about characteristics of the open
area not previously noted.

Writes a few lines but generally
wasting time, fidgeting, gawking,
about..

Kelly wanders about.,-wasting
time. Giles for a drink and
settles down at the last moment
with his.i,,eading group, the 1

largest ci'a apparently the, slowest.

Kelly is removed from the group
and set to. ifork at a table by,
himself. Doessorrie work but
spends much time lolling in chair
and gazing about.

Kelly blows on his hands and gets
gets down to work. Interrupted
by another pupil, he expresses
an. opinion,- Teacher directs this
pupil where to find an answer,
Kelly goes over to continue:
dikussion with-the pupil then
returns and eventually resumes work.

40

6

EnYironment

Pupils exchange. papers for ..

marking. Pupils give' oral solu-
tions, teacher writes on board.
Pupils obviously enjoy this
procedure.

The marking completed and
papers returned, class turns to
spelling. , Math andipelling
books exchanged on the storage
shelf.-

Independent .work in spelling
some pupils dictating words to
others. Noise level rises then
settles down.

Recess, 10:15 to 10:30

After recess each pupil settles in
to his own reading'assignment.
There are about six groups..
Teacher working with Kelly's
group first.

As teacher finishes with-the group
she disusses individual assignments
with pdpils. They accept criti-
cism welh

Pupils working on individual
assignment while teacher consults
and helps pupils who are handing
in assignments.



Making a nOisance of himself.
Reprimanded by teacher but does
little work.

1 1 :20 Talks to neighboCirs, doei
some. work.

1 1:30 o Teacher talks to Kelly about
his work. He lolls about.
Kelly is one of tHe'firstto
start getting ready for lunch but
one of the last to Wye the
room.'

Kelly stays for lunch, as do
most pupils. He eats. with

,,two friends..

11:30 -
12 :30

12:40, kelly and two otheis are
12:50 making flying saucers from

paper plates. Paints :Indus
triously.. Objects to plan to
use "expensive", tracing
paper.

f:00 Leaves room briefly then
returns to help clean' up.
Moves to front only when
cal led.

1:10 When a movie waqannounce
Kelly took off (1:05)."

1:20 Kelly has not returne4

, .

. ,

1:30 Kelly returns and . joins, briefly,
the group. Soon lie is at, book-.
shelves with two friends, -appo-

. rently looking for information
on "Flying Saucers".

. ...

NI

Continues as before; Low
reading 'group working
industriously,

Continues as before. 'Pupil's
working quietly.

,

Continuces to end of morning
class.

O

P.

At 12:30 pupils return to their
. class and may read or 'work On
projects.

Pupils cleaning UP then.
gathering at frOnts'orrOorn. Teacher
revieifing maps made 'the- previous.
day.

0

Film
to @

0'

Teacher trying to Oki,. variety
Of' ideavto develop. a pora

%

graph" on "The Great Storm".
. .

Continues.
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Location
and time Observed Behavior

-
:40 2Kelly and his two friendi-

slipped out at _1:32, perhaps

1:50,
2:00

to continue study on "Flying
Saucers":

Kelly still "missing".

Kelly back with group.

Kelly is.required by teacher to
work on his, math from his
desk directly under teacher's .

nose.

Kelly is reading about"F lying
Saucers" and doing some math.°

The teacher encourages Kelly
and he works. until 'interrupted
by 'a girl. He wastes tiMe
until taken for interview by
observer.

Environment

Piipils at seats quietly completing
their paragraph writing exer-'
cise. Teacher supervises.

During this recess some pupils
remain inside to watch a film-
while others go outside;

Recess lasts longer than
usual due to break in film.

Boys given a period to finish-
outstanding work while the
girls have a physical education
class. Most are finishing work,
some are using reference books.

Boys working steadily on projects
or, unfinished assignments.

Girls have returned and they
tao are given these last minutes
of the day to complete work
projects.

Kelly says that this was not an average day for 'hien. inasmuch as he has a' Sold,
earache, and a toothache. ,,Kellysays there are several things he. likes about' the -.

ichool especially theesuipMent, the,many- book's, the principal and viceprincipal.
;Apparently he needs to feel a sense of ownership, as reflected by.his praise of the
eqUipment and books and hir; later indication that he did not like the fact that books
must be returned to shelves rather than kept desk of his own. His respect for the
male authorit; figures in the school seems to confirm the lack of appropriate 'adult male
Model in his own home. Kelly, says/that he frequently feels bored, confused, frustrated,

: ;mistrustful and guilty. School-dois"notappear to bw,stimulating his sense of curiousity
aad, he indicated that he was only occasionally interested, amused, hopeful or excited.

elly likes the.. reading program' but does not. lie the math, which he says confuses him.

Onhe wOs anxious ,to catch his bus, it wbs not possible to test Kelly, for learning.
On the basis of observations .it would be surprising if ,he had absorbed much of what.

!.0-
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was present in his class.

The following chankteristias, of the program, the pupils and the teachers 'were
noted.

There had obviously been considerable planning to facilitate pupil initia ted
activities or activities conducted at the learner's own pace. For instance,
a pupil decides how long he needs to master the words in a particular
lesson. His dictation is given to him by another pupil. The dictation
consists of sentences which are checked by the teacher previously to being
administered. In reading, pupils- choose their own book, and in science,
social studies and health there was evidence that pupils had selected their
own. topics. Other opporhinities for truly- pupil-initiated activity appeared
to exist.

While pupils were given opportunities to pursue independent discovery

.

activities, some pupils required considerable help in completing projects
and the teachers acted as resources in locating materials for research
and creative eXpression. For instance, several children were interested in
particular topics and inquired from the'teacher where the)°, might find material.
In one case -a group was ,directed to the resource 'centre. Further investi-
gation revealed that they had found books relevaht to the topic but time
did not, permit the ,observer to discover whether the pupils used the materials
effectively.

A WholesorKe warm atmosphere seemed to exist and for the most part the
puAils were courteous to each other, to the teacher Find to the observer.
I would enjoy being a pupil in this setting.

ts CASE STUDY F

Doug is eight and one-half years old and in the Primary division group
(equivalent to grades 1 -4) in an open plan. school. Although he is below averoge
in reading skills and has"difficulty with spelling, he is a B student. This has been
attributed' to his reliability and his ability to work independently.' He is a very\ slim
writer which may either indicate that he is veal meticulous or perhaps, of today's
performafi/ce is'to be judged, he, is slow at betting down to work: He is a very
friendly and personable boy.

AI
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Location
and time

Primary
Division

-Area
9:00

.- 41 -

Observed Behaviors

c-
Doug, who has a cast on one arm,
leaves his coat, boots and lunch
in the storage area and sits on the
floor talking with a neighbour
waiting for the school cliv to begin,

9:10 Doug sits, fidgets with Cf pencil,
talks to a *neighbour. but 'does not
participate in the current ,ev2nts
discusion.

9:20 Hunts in cupboards for a book then
checks blackb, 6 ard for directions..
Works quietly' and alone in his
group of about .0.

9:30
.

Waits ,with' hand raised until teacher
arrives. After iiscussion, erases
samething andcontinues work.

As he is not-part of this gym group,'
Doug continues, to work., using a
reading text now;

Idly taps pencil and glazes about.,
then returns to work.

1.

Alternately working and chatting
to the 'two girls in this area.

Worki with occasional .interruption
from the two girls.. .

Environment

An\pen plan area capable of
accommodating up to perhaps
100 pupils. Thete are three
"arms" with common central area
to this attractive carpeted area.

TA group of 16 pupils sit at
front of one arm, facing one
of the. few blackboard surfaces
during opening exercises.

A current events discussion led
by the teacher who sits at: the
front of the group. Pupils stand
to answer oexpress thoughts.

Papers have been distributed and
a spelling lesson in progress.
The tables are .now in use: they
have been arranged in' different
groupings, circles and L-shaped.
The teacher circulates from group
to group for individual" work.
PA interrupts twice. ,

Teacher moves from pupil to 001
as' questions raised. Some pupils
put on running shoes and depart
for gym.

' Only .three pupils remain in this
area.

'

The three pupils move about,
the ,girls obViously restless.

Continues.
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and time
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Qbserved Behaviors

10:20 Walks into hall , chats and returns,
to play with a balance. Returns
to his chair briefly before leaving

. to preparelor gym.

Gymnasium Some horseplay before class starts.
10:30

10:40 Seems inattentive to instructions
and hence copies what others' do or
tries to outdo tiem. Exercises
with the ropes.

10:50 Matwork. Pupils noisily trying
new activities.:

Primary
Division
Area
11:00

Takes math text and watches
teacher using blackboard to
develop lesson.

11:10 Fetches math workbook from cup-
board then roams about. Plays with
weigh scale. Borrows a pencil
and chats before starting to work.

Alternately talks with neighbour
and works; Seems able to shut
out surroundings when he wants to.

Watches activities idly. Sharpens
pencil -for a third Hale.

Raises hand; teacher comes and
helps Doug with problem. Many
others waiting for teacher help.

Environment

. .

or

Large, bright, well-equipped
gymnasium (with stage)y pupils
getting equipment or in free
play as session begins.

Equipment set' up in various
areas of the gym. There are

\ 30. pOpils in this group and one
teacher> Teacher gives verbal
instructions but controls group
movement by hand claps.

Teacher circulates, watching,
instruction. Groups move on
signal clap,

Mathematics. Two teachers
plus an associate ,master\teacher
(working with a supply teacher).

45

Some pupils working on the carpet,
others informally scattered about
the area.

Pupils move.freely: one uses a
large abacus to iolVe a problem.
Older pupils helping younger.

Teachers working with individual
pupils.

Pupils working individually, and
noisily, while teachers. circulate.
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Location
and time Observed Behaviors

11:50 Doug watches proceedings from
his chair.

12:00 DfsMissed, Doug turns in his
book. then brings his lunch into
the area.

12:30 Out tctliapy.

1 :15. Takes .a place, along with 34
other-pupilS, on the carpet in
front of the blackboard in
another part of this Junior
Division area.

1:30 Listens to discussion and receives
his workbook. Music from
'adjacent area makes discussion
difficult.

1:40 Fetched a workbook and a pencil
and Went to a table_ to work.

1:50 Laughs and talks with a neighbour.
Studies other pupil's work on
bulletin board and discusses 'the
topic with person who had worked
on the topic. Nothing written by
pupil in 22 minutes.

'Doug's hard at work drawing an_ d
labelling a freehand sketch of
Mexico. Often talks with neigh-!bour. "'\\

46

Teacher collects workbooks then
hands, out short test. Considerable
noise from other port of area.

End of-morning sessions. .

One teacher supervises; in the
. area; another in the yard.

Recap of previous activities and
discussion of coming work.. Teacher
has set up filmstrip projector.

Teacher moves about giving
and instruction. Noise level iv
so high ° that pupils have to speak
loudly to be leard. A PA ,announ-
cement cannot be heard above
the din.

Teacher settles the c lass-down.

Teacher creates small groups to
-discuss topic under study. Some

pupils just playing: one boy
chokes a girl until she hits him.



Location
and time Observed Behaviors

2:10 Working happily at his own desk,
occasionally talking or smiling
with neighbours.

2:20 Doug sits at his desk, ruler in
hand, quietly watching the
other pupils.

2:30 Sits on table talking to friends
awaiting start-of the film.

Environment

Teacher at map, working with
a group. Much rough play,
even fighting and .wrestling,
by about 20 percent of group.

Pupils now continually following.
the teacher to show work. They
are usually praised for the efforts
and given constructive criticism
regardless of how much done.

While teacher directs pupils in
tidying room and putting books
away, five pupils set up film-
strip projector and ready the
room.

2:40 Watches ',until taken for interview. Two groups, about 40 pupils,

fil
watch the. presentation. Various
mils asked to read the captions
aloud.

Doug thought this was an average day. He noted that of course in summer there
is 'more play out-of-doors. Perhaps play is ery important in Doug's life: he is pleased
that his school has a. gymnasium and that e likes the big schoolyard and all the things
in it that can be played or worked with. He said, "I dislike nothing, aboyt the school",
and that he is frequently amused with and interested in its program. His response to the
other descriptive adjectives confirms this viewpoint.; For instance, he says he is 'never
or rarely bored' or confused or embarrassed or frustrated or feels guilty or mistrustful or
nervous or resentful or uninvolved or vexed. When a sked what change :he would like
to see made in the way the class or school is run, he replied "Nothing,, I am very
happy 'the vkiy it is". .

Doug's work in his notebooks was neat. His recall oiige day's work was fairly
good. Although spelling is a difficult subject for Doug, he could- easily recall the
suffixes studied in the day's written work, 'for example, stick ..- sticky. From.the social
studies lesson he easily recalled the communities that he had' made notes' on during
the work period 7 Australia, Puerto. Rico,, Iceland, Jamaica, and Canadn.

The observer noted the following characteristics of the day's program:
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1. . The children do not really share in decision-making. They very often
make their wishes or preferences known but only had rare opportunities
to share in the final decision.

. 2. In the physical education period the pupils were motivated to initiate
activities. With the facilities available the pupils came up with some
unique ideas and really tried to put them into their activities.

3. The pupils were given the opportunity to display personal responsibility
The pupil observed was very reliable and conscientious and teacher
supervision for.him was minimal. He liked to play and was very slow
in starting but he kept. at.his work once he got going..

Cooperative planning' among the teachers was evident. The interchange
of pupils for subject matter was readily observable, a schedule of
activities having been arranged beforehand by the teachers.

5. The pupils demonstrate the spirit of inquiry. Pertinent questions, were
continually raised, so much .so that; in a mathematics lesson the teacher
had to get help from.another teacher in order to.solve one -pupil's
question. That the teacher was willing and able to do so is noteworthy
in itself but it is not the same as setting thepupils to discovering
solutions.

.
. The pupils respond Well to the teachers and either pupils. But when

periods are quite lengthy this Is not alwclys.evident. The children show
a good sense of humOur and the majority of pupils were quite- sociable;

7. The general environment was quite. comfortable and warm. Even when
some of the children were not behaving as desired, for example, in
rough- play, the teachers never Taised.their voices but quietly and -7
firmly motivated the children to more desirable responses. The children
were very responsive_ and happy.

0e traditional categories of interaction analysis- do- not lend theinse Nes;
to observation in an open plan school. Difficulties arise in using the analysis because
so many teacher-pupil interactions are going on at the sometime.. There are many

. pupil-pupil interactioloccuffing simultaneously. The traditional interaction analysis .

used in this day's observations shows that more thari three-quarters of the teacher-pupil
interactions. consisted of teachers asking questions or giving directions and students
responding.. This might give the mistaken impressiori.that traditiOnal,,socratic lessons

were involved when, as the running descriptions show, this was anything but the case.
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CASE. STUDY G

Although he is only ten years nine months old, Dave is in grade 6 in an open
plan senior public school. He looks his age and in compatrison to his classmates
appears fairly. immature. But he is very bright (A IQ) and very active. He apparently
works as the moods suit him and has recently come through a time when his work
was very poorly, done. ll,

Location
and time

Science
Room

, 9:10

Observe Behavior

'Dave sits by elf and reads a
cartoon, book for_ the first few
minutes.

et

Teacher checks Dave's
assignMents, suggested wayi
he might improve or finislf
items.

9:20 Dave carries out experiments.
Occasionally stops to see what
other pupils are doing.

9 :30 Completing his experiments.

9:40 Writing up observations to
complete his science notes.

:9:50 Dave finishes work, goes to front
desk Where teacher is helping some'
pupils. Dave seems to-be consider-
ed a 'nuisance ,and a pupil tells
him to SWUM as 'he, is bothering.
others.

10:00 Moves from table to table making
unwelcome comments and
observations.

Environment

Bright ,attractive room. Many
displays and experiments set up.
15 °pup; Is in class move about
room quietly working on experi-
ments or projects.

Pupils handling their responsibili-
ties well. Teacher moves
around helping; suggesting.

Pupils still working individually.

Occasionally teacher interrupts
pupils to mention some information
of interest to all.

Pupils still working on own.

More pupils have come ill from
physical education class. TheY'
also begin work on experiments
or projects.

Most pupils are writing up
results of experiments..
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Observed Behavior Environment

10:10 Talks ''to a friend; he doesn't Teac lier helping as needed.
seem to want to start, something
new for final minutes of period.

10:20 Teacher' isolated Dave and points
out work he has to do. Dave

works briefly then goes to teacher's
counter waiting to ask a question,
slips, away' and watches another
experiment.

Music
Room

10:30

Takes his time moving to this
class.

10:40 ,Appears _interested in recorder;
remains relatively quiet during
lesson.

10:50 Dave playing with rest. Seems

to enjoy playint not parti-
cularly proficient at it.

11:00 Dave' is singing but very lightly
so that others cannot really hear
him.

.07 11:10 Dove seems to lose interest in
musice just mouthing words,
left room quietly, back to locker.

Dave goes to change room, gets
ready, goes into gym.

Physical
Educcition
11:20

11:30 Dave shoots, As instructed; not.
making. many successful shots.

50

Period about to end, so class
tidies room;

Pupils getting ready for class,
get recorders. (20 in class).

Music Room seats arranged in
semitcircle. All students have
recorders (English flutes).
Various groups asked to play,
then all together.

Class, playing recorders following
notes on a music sheet. Teacher

h s individuals in difficulty.

Rec ders are put away and
popular music sheets brought out
for singing. Kids very. enthusiastic
at this.

Period came to a close and pupils
move to next class..

Boys get ready far physical education
class and then sit in group. in -gym.

'Each boy with a basketball,
following instructions, practices
shooting.
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Location
and time

11:40 Dave follows instructions then
waits turn to get into sorimmage.

Dave eats' lunch.Lunch
Roam
12:00

12:10-

Reading
Room
12:30

12:40

12:50

1:00

1:10

Communi-
cati,ms
1:20

1:30

1:40

1:50

Goes outside to play broomball.

Dave goes' to, reading skills room
and begins Work.

Dave works steadily.

Still working..
. c

Continues..

Dave chats briefly with friends,
discusses' an assignment with
teacher, leavei for library.

Dave chats briefly with friends
discusses an assignment with
teacher, leaves for library.

Dave discusses assignment with
librarian, checks some referen e
b6oks ,'then returns to communi-
cations room:

'Dave and teacher go over an
.assignment, ,Dave working on,
detail by detail.

Works diligently throughout
theyemainder of the period.

Practice finished.. Brief scrimmages.

Lunchroom holds over 200 pu
sitting at tables.

Some -pupils borrow brooms, go
outside, to play brqamball.

Reading room set up for pupils
to work individually at S. R. A.
reading kits.

All working well.

Pupils go to lab to get booklets
as needed' on their own.

ContinUes.

Period ends and pupils move.

Large open area with pupils
working in groups at own interests.

'About 35 pupils .in room and others-
in libef. Teachers move about
talk(ng to pupils.

Pupils becoming somewhat restless;
some may have .been in room for
over an. hour.

,Most. pupils getting ready to move.
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. '
Observed Behavior

Mathematics Gets math text anctbegins
2:00 working immediately.'

2:10 Still working well, at times
conferring with tneighbour
regarding .a problem on math.

2:20 Working hard on assignment
frOm text. Seems quite content
with work.

Geography Settles down quickly after asking
2:30 question of the teacher and

works hard.

2:40 Works steadily, stops to ask
G. question, continues. 4

2:50 ,:t4oting interest, spending
-1Considerable time sharpening
pencil, looking at others',. etc.
Taken not, for interview.

.

Dave says that physia.al education and shop are his favourite subjects. Science bores
him and the tWOperiod session -is too long when he is not interested, he says. He 'doesn't
like the freedom that he is allOwed.and would like to see all subjects compulsory with
no options. He would like-to see individual classes rather than open spaces,' He doesn't .

think work should .be left to the individual student. He wants' to be pushed or he feels
he won't clothe work.

.
Dave has had very poor results in the *first term, and staff is concerned. about his '

underachievement as he is obviously far above average in ability. 'His Parenls, faCt,
were to . come to the. school to discuss his lack of progress on the -day -the o servations
were made.' One wonders if the opinions .Dave -expressed In his -interview' re his own
or. those of his parents. He h obvioUsly under pressure from both home and chool. to

. improve and, according to- his teachers, his efforts on the dciy of:the obsery tion = e

. above. normal. When the' interviewer tested Mm on the day's lesions, Dave a
have retained well any lessOns in Which he was interested.

1.*

Environment

Large room, tables in groups.
Pupils work on own. with varying
levels of enthusiasm.

:'Much movement in math class.

All working on individual
programs. Progress is traced
on charts.

A large room with tables in
groups. Pupils working on
own.

Teacher working with various
groups.

Continues.

red to
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Dave may be correct: he may need a firm, structured program where one teacher .-
'could keep .a good eye on him:. Open -plan systems may allow -the immature to. escape
for some time the attention of teachers and to accomplish very little.

Here are some of the characteristics of the open .plan system in. Dave's school:; .'
4

. .
. . .

...

1. Pupils are allowed considerable scoRein their choice of projects and topiCs.
which form an important part of their. program. If the teachers 'fee! the\ activity has merit the pupil is allowed to puiiue it.

i.
.

--. .. ,

2. \NOS are ,given the opportunity all day to display personal responsibility.
Some work hard,. some don't. . DaVe works occasionally on his own but
usually only when .a teacher is at hand to observe hiM; : ::: Y

3. Grouping is very, prevalent and instruction is usually in the form of four
pupils and a teacher discussing an item Apparently'rriuph cooperative
planning among staff has taken place. 'Traditional interaction analysis
is irrelevant as at no time, during the ay was a,tiaditional lesson taught.

4. Some pupils are inquisitive although considerable numbers use the freedom
to avoid becoming involved deeply with a teacheror another pupil.

Pupils are certainly sociable and willing to}discuss and consider other
viewpointi. There is always some not attentive and in the large'room
they are hard to spot. e

6. The envirogrnent As warm and comfortcble but I suspect a feeling of
vagueness Wrtlany ,pupils as to whbre they are going and W 1 t is

expected of 'them..

As a pupil I might like thisrcse ting bUt cis a parent I would not want my child
to be involved,at this stage. I personally feel that most elementary pupils ,ate riot
mature enough to handle or rially.ivant the responsibilitylhis system places on them.

eF

This study from w: ich the classroom observations have been° omitted, was made
in a rural K - 8 school.. Although two additions were added in the 1960's the school
still lacks many of the facilities thought desirable for today's educatidnal programs.
Far instance, the square footage of the school. library equals exactly the :number of

,,-pupils in the school, a diossly inadequate situation.
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Gary is -12 years and seven months old and a grade 7 pupil. The average, of his
four group IQ tests is 102. It is interesting to note that the standardized test ratings
ave dropped from 122 in grade 1 to 88 in grade 7. This drop has been gradual

and.appears to parallel the deteriation of-the home situation. Gary's academic progress
has been pool and -his parents apparently are not very interested in this.

In some ways Gary is typical of boys his age. He likes physical education
classes and wishes there were more; he likes all sports and, at this time of year,
hockey especially. He says he likes music least about the sfhool prograrn, that he
feels he cant sing very well!. Strangely, he recalled the nej song taught in the mu.5ic
class that dciy although he had, trouble remembering that much of most other lessons.
Gary is a contradiction other ways. For instance, he reported that he was never
or rarely fruitrated but that he was frequently vexed. He said also that he was
frequently confused, nervo4 and embarrassed and that_ most of the _time he felt obli-
gated to do better in school. He sat&that-he-Tiv-ilsr-cirely or never curious about things
but paradoxically he saw himself as a thoughtful, optimistic or hopeful person much

ofthe time. Although he could remember little of the mathematics presented in the
morning period, Gory could recall facts and new material covered during the latter
half of the day.

Possibly his problem is not inability to comprehend new materiak but a lack, of
motivation to retain it. Why this should be so, if this is a correct analysis, is hard to
fathom. Both the general and classroom environments were comfortable and warm

every
and'.

gave pupils, eve reason to feel accepted and secure.' Academic progress was quite °

evident for the _majority of the pupils. Good pupil-teacher relationships appeared to
exist. The pupils were courteous. For example,, in the music dais, a pupil presented
her books for the observer to use without having to be asked by the teacher to do so.
Although there was a large number of pupils. (35) in a standard aysroom and this
restricted pupil mobility, pupils were allowed to move freely to ge) texts, well maps,
and globes to search for a solution arising from a problem in the,geography lesson,
exemplifying 'how the methodology rose above the physical limitations of the environment.
MoreoVer, ;t was obvious that the pupils had some say in decision-making. When
discussing the program with one of the'-teachers it was discovered that time had been
spent with the pupils to try to evaluate aims and hoyv these aims could be achieved.
Individually-initiated activities were given a chance to flourish. This was evident
during the recess and noonhour periods as 0:vel I as in the social studies (current 'events)
program. Pupils were given personal responsibility in the noon activities, as Noll as in

..the subject matter of particular classes. Many other activities_ observed-on this day
were the direct result of cooperative planning involving pupil-teacher discussions.
Pupils' used the opportunities to question the teachers and each other. The mathematics
period was 'extended because spontaneous questioning arose over the topics under
consideration.
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Interaction analysis reinforces these abs rvations of the nature of the program.
For instance, collectively the most frequent general activity was the teacher asking
questions. or giving directions, commands or orders to which pupils were expected to
comply. Pupil response .was the second most frequent general activity (as might be
expected). Significantly, there were a great number of instances noted where the
teacher accepted and used the ideas of pupils, praised and encouraged their reactions,
or actions, -accepted their feelings and provided opportunities for pupils to initiate.
rather than merely respond. There was little lecturing or mere giving of facts or
opinions about content or procedure by the teacher.

In short, attempts to account for Gary's failure to progress must look beyond
classroom circumstances, most likely to his home, especially if we accept, the
concluding sentence from the investigator's summary: "As an observer I felt that I
would not mind being i3 pupil in this setting".

CASE STUDY I

Here is a summary report, omitting the detailed in-class observations, of how
a relatively new senior public school in a rural town provides for a pupil withinrits
more traditional organization of space.

Bill appears to be a very sensitive goy, perhaps overly concerned about his
surroundings. He is quite engrOssed in school activities although he maintains he is
trying not to be overly involved. Perhaps/he is a little too academically oriented. He
claims what he likes most about his school is the teaching staff. He likes lots of
help and he likes strict teachers. He says he is "disgusted by others foOling around ",.
In his own assessment of his attitudes during this school day he said he was curious,
int res d, and stimulated ,by the day's offereings. In reacting to other adjectives he
ago indicated very favourable attitudes towards the day's program. He saw this as
a notmal, overage day.

It was ap ,parent, however, that when he was bothered by any aspect of a. class
ha was incli,ed to be easily. distracted. When tested for what he had absorbed
during the. )ourse of the day he showed very good'recall and comprehension of the lessons.
He is not/without opinions on what is needed to make the program better: a stricter
discipline including one that would apply to weak teachers as well. He would like
more French in the program and less music.

Looking at the day's activities the observer found little evidence of cooperative
program planning. There were few opportunities for pupils to share in decision-making
with t he exception of one class. As well, there were, despite this one exception, few
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truly individually-initiated pupil activities. There was some opportunity for assuming
personal responsibility for learning which the piJpils, predictably, used poorly.

-Although the pupils displayed a natural spirit of inquiry when given the opportunity,
they were not generally sociable, but rather ridiculed edch other 'at most opportunities.

Although the, environment was warm and bright, the attempt by teachers to
dominate proceedings (as shown clearly in the interaction analysis) may have offset
some of the natural advantages of this relatively new and well-equipped school.
While teachers dominated activities,'they did generally balance well their attempts
to influence youngsters indirectly as well as directly. For instance, giving directions
was the most common means by which teachers sought to influence pupils and lec-
turing was not uncommon. Teachers raised Many pertinent questions and,. in

'accepting student responses, were not niggardlif, in praising,or encouraging, or
accepting and using the ideas and feelings of the pupils. There were few observed
instances where the teachers found it necessary to try to change the student behavior
to acceptable otterns by criticizing or justifying their authority in an arbitrary faihion.

CASE STUDY .J

Here is a case study of another senior boy qt the same school es in ccsentudy I.
The classroom observations have been omitted.

Waltei is 13 years two months old and grade 8. His ,records report an IQ
of 120 and his academic achievement. has been'stemly and satisfactory throughout the
grades with marks around the 70 perCent level. Though smaller thdri most boys his age,
Walter, a quiet boy, appears to be in goad physical health and well adjysted.

/
Waiter says he enjoys school and has no chailges to suggest.. After-school

activities are his favourites. Literature causes him some difficulty, he thinks, but he
doesn't .find any part 'of the school' program distasteful._Whena college level article

-was read in science class, he was bored. Other parts of the program excited him or
at least held his interest. Generally, he prefers the learning activities whichollow
him the most scope to work on his own. When tested in the intendeuLaLtheend bf

the day he indicated -a- good recall of the day's lessens,*

Walter appears to be one of those persons who can adjust fairly well to any
loam ing situation. When some of hi1/4Iassmates misbehaved it did not seem to bother
Wolter in the least and he was able to continue learning. The day'S program showed
.a variety of methodologies as recorded both in the written'desCription of environment.
and in the interaction analysis. There was a good balance of methodology with teachers



attempting to influence indirectly, by askingAuestions foe instance; and oho
attempting direct influence, 4/ giving directions or commands, for example. There
was minimal lecturirig and no reported' instan%es of criticizing or juitifying authority
arbitrarily.. On the other hand there were few instances recorded where the teachers
attempted to influence indirectly by accepting students feelings; praising or. encoura-

'ging, or accepting and using the ideas of students. Pupil talk consisted almost
entirely of responses to the teacher who had initiated the .contact 'or solicited pupils'
statements. There were few recorded instances in the interaction analysis where
pupils took the initiative, raising qUestions or introducing new dimensionsto a.\
discussion. Significant oppdrtunities to share in decision-making, showiresponsibility,
or discover answers by themselves were lacking. .
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CHAPTER 4

SHADOWS AND REALITIES: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to produce a clear picture of what it is like to
be a pupil in ion open plan school in York Count. in this year of grace. Writing
seven years ago, Lounsbiny and Marani observed Mail

)\)
The real curriculum is the one the pupil

experiences Many curriculum pUblications
describe what should be. Seldom does mete!!
what is. AlmEiT cWcFthe curriculum is'por-
trayeain terms of the vision of the adult. Rarely
does anyone attempt to.see he curriculum as it ?

is experienced by the pupil.

The case studies in this studi. are, in a. sense, the shadows of the reality of
life in York CountPs -open plan schools, As shadows they are subject to the
distortions created kt the intensify and angle of the light thrown against the reality.
The limited number of shadows (cases) as well as the biases (anglei or perspectives)
of the observers and the, intensity (thoroughness)'d the study must be considered in
any evaluation of the red s from which the shadows project. For the reader. of
this report, the clearest pictu is but a shadow, and reality but .an inference.

The 'chief characteristic's of a 'shadow, to stretch the analogy, are determined
by the location of "the reality" in respect to:the light.source and to the plane. s .
against which the shadow is cast. ,The plane, of course, is the observer's eye.
The seven directives prepared by the open plan principals for the observe6 (see
page 16) may be considered the light source.

Let .us look at the shadoivskown forth as answers to the questions and
directioni. We should note that four of the directives are treated -in Table 2,
"Summary of Observed Characteristjcs as Requested by Principals," as Sual ques-
tions. Hence, for example, the opportunities to share in decision-ma ing or to
display personal responsibility are distinguished from the use of the op ortunities.
Thus there are 11 rather than seven items in the table's grid of school haracter-

.
istics.

' 4
Even a quick glance at Table 2 reveals that the criterion behaviors, taken as

a ;Evhole, are more likely to be found in the open plan schools. For such a small
sample one shrinks from talking about ",'.nificant differenCes" (in the sense of
inferential statistics). But it is appropnite .to talk about "trends." It must be

:11. Op. cit., v.
-
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remembered that we are not engaged in making compiirisons for the sake of assessing
worth. Rather we want to determine whether the criterion behaviors are unique
(and possibly attributable) to the open space architecture. What we find, in fact,
is a fairly well differentiated distribution for some but not all the criterion behaviors.

There is a trend for four behaviors and two' conditions to be more readily
observable in open plan schools than inthe control schools:

pupils initiate activities which reflect their personal interests
and these activities are given a chance to flourish in the
"day's activities,

(2) pupils make (generally) good use of opportunities to display
personal responsibility,

(3) cooperative planning (teacher-teacher, teacher-pupil)
takes place,

(4) pupils demonstrate the spirit of inquiry by raising pertinent
questions,

CO

(5) the environment ,is jii,dged by, observers to be "comfortable"
or "warm",

(6) the observers indicate that they would like to be a _pupil,
in this settings,

For the other five criteria differences are too small to be meaningful. There is
a slight edge in each instance which seems to favor the open plan school.

The majority of case studies in, both types of schools found evidence for two
criteria, "the opportunity to display personal responsibility" and "pupils respond to the
teachers and other pupils attentively, courteously." 'This seems to speak well of
the schools. In the majority of cases in both settings there was indication that pupils
were neither sharing significantly in making decisions on matters which touch them
closely' nor demonstrating pertinent skills in discovering answers by themselves.
Perhaps at least the first of these is a hard characteristic to discover on a one-day
visit.

' Considered as groups, the average achievement of the criterion behaviors or
conditions by the open plan schools was about seven (of 11). The average for the.
control schools, was about four. As-Table 2 shows, there were discrepant cases in
both types of schools.
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4

4%.

The general trend of the evidence is to support the claim that the criterin
behaviors are associated more closely with the open plan schools. There is no clear
indication of causal relati onships, at least for half the criteria.. The hypothesis that
the open plan school facilitates the demonstration of certain outcomes is probably
supportable for only four behavioral criteria plus the two personal attitudinal conditions
reported by the observers.

This is not, or should not be, the end of the analysis. One cannot read through
the case: studies (or the mass, of data from which these summarics were drawn) without
developing an awareness that the presence or absence of the criterion behaviors or
certain environmental characteristics does not ten the whole story about the quality of
the educational offerhgs.

Would anyone consider that Kelly (Case Study E) had a rich leaming experience
because all the 11 criteria were met? Did Dave (Case Study G) learn less than he
might have had all 11, rather than just six criteria, existed for him? Dave seems'
to want less personal responsibility, in fact,' and at the present this might be desirable.
The failure of Gary (Case Study H), a pupil in a control school, to progress despite
methodologies much admired by open plan advocates, might not be corrected by a
'radical change in any of the criteria, such is the nature of his. problem. )s Sharon
(Case Study B) at that age where either more or less freedom to discover .`herself
might be disastrous? If so, and if teachers adjust their styles to suit individuals or
groups, might this not explain why, in the same school, we can find some wide
variations in meeting the criteria (for example, case studies E and F are from the same
school, as are 171 and Y also).

Looking Ahead

) If this is the case, then it seems important to provide the "educatiohal containers
-which mold themselves to the fluid activities within." Perhaps the danger is the
interpretation of "fluid" as "formless' or "u9disciplined" or "fleeting". ,

To the casual. observer in- either open plan or conventionally Wilt schools many
learning situations must seem shapeless if not chaotic. While this need. not be the
case,, as is clear from some of the case study situations, 'no doubt the sharing of
decision-making powers, the delegation of responsibility, 'the preMium on inwiring
and seeking, or other current methadologiei of classroom management, result in
confusion and frustration for some youngsters in soffit situations. Probably no existing
architectural form or program format accommodates the achievement of all the
external or internal goals which teachers and learners pursue. But if a school is
really flexible, can't. it provide the appropriatek setting not only for unstructured
events 'but also for fohnally structure activities which arise, for irsiance, from the
nature of a disciplined body of knowledge? If teachers - as a. result of the insight
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born of training, experience, or native wit - can recognize the youngsters or learning
situations requiring something other than what is commonly called for in open plan
philosophies, why not provide for it? This is the line of reaction heard from oppo-
nents of doctrinairmpen plan advocates. Indeed, this true flexibility appears to be
what is actually occuring in at least some of york'Ccu nty's open plan schools. One
finds quite structured learning programs presclibed for some individuals. Such
activities might resemble conventional practic s of some years ago, if enough youngsters
are involved.

If we can imagine the shadow of the reality of the open area learning being
cast now on the eyes a the participants, what readings might these pupils give us?
Quite independent of this study, but very weil timed, the following letter to the
editor was published in The Tribune (Stouffville, Ontario, May 14, 1970):

Dear Sir:

We are a group of responsiblestudents of Whitchurch Highlands'
school - the new open concept school.

. We have been reading letters in the local newspapers concerning
the type Of program offered here. There, is little truth in what the
critics icy..

It is. Our opinion that few of these people have actual! visited
out school and seen thesystem in operatkin. Therefore; feel
they have really no-basis upon which to voice their critic' i

Those who ha ,fe visited the building, the longest they ever tay
in Dial one single dszisome a morning and some an afternoon.
And they only see the things they really want to see - like r4aybe
a couple of kids fooling around or a messy project. They ne4r
see what the majority are doing.

Contrary to the iews of some parents,
lessons - Mathematic Reading, Language
lar basis and occasio Ily, lesson Esic3 in

and Geography on a 'individual basis.

Whenever a student requires assistance on a project or
there is always teacher available to assist.

our teachers do teach
and French on a regu-
History, Health, Science

a problem,

In conclusion, we would like to make it known that we 'do not
like our school 'beeaUse we don't have anything to do'. We like
the people, the teachers, the references, the surroundings and the
work.

Students of Whitchurch Highlands School

4(Names withheld upon request)
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The notion of substituting the plane against which the shad° of 'reality is cast
also suggests, for future studies, the use of the open plan school eacher as a plane.
What is it that they, as distinct from their principals, want to s e provided as
learning opportunities and methodologies? What image 'of present conditions is
registering against their retina? We are once again fortunate in finding something
relevant though not intended /or this study. 'The essay with which we conclude
this report was written by one open plan school teacher (not at the same school
identified in the previous letter) in consultation with his colleagues: "12.

. I Li KE

I like to stimulate keen, young minds and to see the bodies
attached to Them scatter in all dirottions in groups of two and three
to examine, explore, argue and, hopefully, to refute the validity
of my hypothesis. . to see them return as the, reason of their own
argument urges them to challenge my audacity. . . to see another
group return with rhetoric and rationalization to admit that none
had really understood the problem in the heat of their emotional
involvement. . . . and to fiodflater this group holding its own
in argument .on the very topic.

I like to see two members of one group find that what they
need does not lie with their present group and to see, _them searching
the room for the people who can better.jatisfy their needs. I like
to see the naturalness of common interest and common need. ,

I like to see that spark as one boy in the group remembers an
article he read recently in the library and he hurries off hoping
it's still there. . another child, deep in the p lement of his task,
suddently recognize that the solution may be to find th little girl
who helped solve his problem yesterday.

I like being able to confer with colleagues immediately without
.waiting for lunch hour when the problem will be as cold as the
chicken.

I like to see the child alone in the corner insulcrired from the
intense activity around him by his absorption in his book. . . to
see students involved in proving to themselves that this task they
chose was more importdnt than the one that was suggested to them.

to see a boy tenaciously defending his position against the

,,12. To be published in Leisure Leaf, 11, (May 29, 1970).



unreasone/criticism of his peers.

I like the ebb and flow of people and ideas, the intensity with
which students become involved in teaching themselves and ethers. 4i411`.

1 like to watch students making decisions. They seem to do it
so easily.

I like to hear laughter and a child quietly saying "thankyou".

I like to watch a child wrestling with a problem interrupted
only, by his own emotion and not by the banijing-cloors and rattling
bells. . . the task alone dictating the depth of his rela3oning.

1.

I like to see a child silencing his best friend in the interests of
the discussion and the anticipation on the faces of the members as
they realize the answer is almost theirs. . . . to see the little girl
surrounded by a headset completely oblivious to the heated dis-
cussion' taking place not four feet away.

/1 like to watch a teacher gathering up a d zen student's; who
she discovers, have the same need and to watch t em jostle their way
to an unoccupied corner where they will help eac other solve a
common problem.

/ I like the fact that only six students were interested in Chinese
poetry. . at the beginning. . .

I like to see.the embarrassed look on the boy's face when the
has

,
gin he has been watching for ten munOtes looks up and smiles.

/ I like knowing that, behind the cover. of the car magazine,
the big boy near me has a library book hidden from his equally
large friends.

1 like knowing that the child's mind will have more questions
at the end of the day than at e beginning.

I- like to watch a girl, fas mated. by the sound of her own voice
on ttie tape recorder, suddenly realize that her speech actually does
lack clarity and emphasis.

I like to see a child recording the concept he hai grasped on
the master board and then searching the list for another concept ich
offers a challenge to his ability and a satisfaction of his interes
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. .

I like to know that failure will be:without defeat and success
without arrogance.

be.
I like knowing that students feel that school is a good place to

e

I like our open` plan class. . .three teachers. -.one hundred
kids. . one room.

5


